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Prayer Program
Planned Friday

Seen&Heard
Around

Vol. LXXXXI No. 51

Injunctions Force
Most Teachers To
Return To Classes

The annual World Day of
Prayer program, sponsored by
the Church Women United, will
be held at the St John's Baptist Church, 2nd and Spruce
Another fellow whose word is
Streets, on Friday, March 6, at
his bond is Freed Cotham.
7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Vernon Shown will sing
As we sit here we can think of
"If With All Your Heart Ye Trua number of people who tell it
ly Seek Me", an aria from "Elilike it is and then we can think
jah" by Menclelssohn. Mrs. Luwhich has idled
of others who tell it any other
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — work stoppage
die Milan will sing a eat%
way butwhat it actually is.
about 25,000 school teachers.
pub.
striking
of
Kentucky's
Most
"There Is A Balm In Gilead"
This Is an architect's drawing of the new $1,01110110
"For all practical purposes,
with Mrs. Larrie 'Clark as the tic school teachers were back the strike is over," said state
general services building at Murray State University. Coo.
Spring is on the way. One lone
following
today
their
classes
in
pianist.
truction of the building is expecting to begin next week.
Superintendent of Public InMosquito was sighted on the
Three to five minutes vignet- recent court injunctions which struction Dendell P. Butler. "1
according to Or. Thomifs tiogancansp, yke-president for esiwindow Friday evening.
but paralyzed a week-long
tes of persons of outstanding all
ministratlye affairs. Bids on tlw prolect were opened test
don't see any reason for the
courage will be presented by statewide walkout.
week in Frankfort and the contract award Is expected to be
Good thought on TV. Fellow on
teachers in any system to stay
amendment would require a Sid Easley, Rev. William Portmade this week.
TV showed a length of 'White
By GLENN CARPENTER
Dr. J. Marvin Dodson, execu- out now."
Pete Rutledge, Mrs.
Ash from which a baseball bat ,
Butler added that he knew of
FRANKFORT, Ky. VI — The mirnmum deposit of $2,500 with er, Mrs.
tive secretary of the Kentucky
B.
W.
Mrs.
and
Harcourt,
Jules
was going to be made. He said
Association, termed at least 40 school districts which
1970 General Assembly is round- the Department of Insurance
Education
Graves.
all he was going to do was to
ing the far turn for home to- for any person who wants to.
efforts "a success for had voted to resume classes toMrs. William Porter is chair- the strike
take away everything from the
day as it enters the last three be a bondsman. There was coneducation," even though classes day.
that man of the local committee were forced back in session.
However, Charles Whaley,
piece of wood that did not look
weeins of the session with the cern expressed last we
Also
planning the observance.
like a baseball bat. By the same
question that KEA director of research and
inevitable "log jam" of legisla- this provision might cripple the
no
is
"There
United Prima laternational
committee are Mesdamtoken Michelangelo knew there
tion waiting at the finish line. bill enough 93 that when It goes on this
and most every information, said there was the
Twenty-one citations were isBeach, Julais Harcourt, every legislator
was a statue of David in that sued by the Murray Police Denow knows chance the delegate assembly
Leading the pack at the mo- back to the House it would be es 011is
Kentucky
in
citizen
Pete Rutledge, .Elme Bort W.
Kentucky: Mostly cloudy and ment is the bill, ridden hard defeated.
the
huge block of marble. His job partment on Saturday and Sunthe educat- would not vote
of
seriousness
e
i*
However, sources close to the B. Graves, and Alfred Lindsey. ional problems in the state," strike.
was to chip away all the mar- day, according to the citation mild today, tonight end Tues- by House Sparer Julian CarMrs. Corbit Farless, president
day with widely scattered show- roll, to regulate hail bondsmen House leadership say the bill
ble that did not look like David. reports.
"We are not giving in, not
Dodson said
ers and a few thundershowers. in Kentucky. It was up for a will be approved if the squeeze of the local CWU unit, said the
assembly of the giving up, we're being forted
delegate
The
celebrated
be
Highs today 58 to 66. Lows to- vote in the Senate today ind in- is put on by Carroll. And that annual event will
Late Sunday evening, everyEducation Association back to work by these injuncThey were three for speedthe Kentucky
dications were the measure, as Is what he is expected to do in 25,000 communities in
body worn out so we get the ing, two for reckless driving, night 48 to 56.
to meet tonight to tions," said Whaley. "We are
was
(KEA)
amended by the Judiciary Com- since he is sponsoring the bill United States on Friday.
bright idea of calling Wiley cne for disregarding stop sign,
fate of the strike. not going to call it off without
the
determine
The theme of this year's
mittee, would be approved with and wants bail bond legislation
president o I taking a new direction for our
Trenholm to see if he has some one for reckless driving and
Fischer,
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
George
prayer chain is "Take Courage",
to be passed this session.
little opposition.
catfish to deliver. He has. Com- driving on revoked license, and
Education Associa- goals."
National
the
The president of the State according to Mrs Porter.
Kentucky: Showers and thunThe main provision of the
plete with hush puppies, the one for speeding, driving while
So far the strike has failed to
tion was to arrive from WashBar Association, M. R. "Mike"
fixing, french -fried onions, etc. intoxicated, no operator's lic- dershowers Wednesday ending
ington today to address the as- win the teachers' demands for
Mills of Madisonville, has asAnd he did. So we just sat ense, disregarding two stop Thursday. Continued cloudy
a 6 per cent cost of living inLODGE TO MEET
sembly.
serted the minimum deposit prothere eating catfish, hush pupp- signs, reckless driving, fleeing through Friday. Warm WednesThe special session of the crease over the next two years,
but turning colder ThursKEA's governing body was call- plus other fringe benefits. The
Murray Lodge 105 F. & A. M.
a police officer, and driving on day
(Continued on Pain Fivot
(Continued on Peg. Five)
Friday. Highs in the will meet tonight at 7:30 at
and
that the $300day
in
af'.cr Jefferson Circuit Judge strikers
ed
revoked license.
and low 60s, lower- the lodge hall. Work will be
them by
50s
upper
given
increase
grantSaturday
a-year
Smith
Macauley
for
one
were
Other citations
ing to the 50s Thursday and in- done on the Entered ApprenMrs. Beatrice McIntosh, 64, ed a temporary injunction forc- the state legislature is not
speeding and driving while inthe low 40s Friday. Lows in tice degree. All members are
Paducah, died at 9:10 a.m Sat- ing teachers in the state's two enough.
toxicated, one for driving while to
the 40s and low 50s Wednesday urged to be present and visitors
urday at Benton Hospital. Mrs. largest school systems back to
intoxicated, one for improper
morning lowering into the 20s are welcome.
McIntosh was an employe of work. The 6,000 teachers in the
registration, no city auto stickInternational Shoe Corn-i Louisville and Jefferson County
by Friday.
The Murny Fire Department the
er, driving on revoked license,
pany for 15 years. She was
Saturon
calls
School Systems represent about
three
three
answered
inspection,
and no state
of the Scott's Grove one fourth of the strikers.
day, but no damage was report- member
for public drunkenness, four
Baptist Church
A similar injunction was
ed from any of the fires.
for drinking in public, two for
Survivors include her hus- granted Friday by Fayette Ciropen alcohol in car, and one
band, W. H. McIntosh; a stepfor having a concealed deadly
Saturday at 9.45 pm the son J. D McIntosh, Paducah;• cuit Judge James Park Jr. to
George H. Ligon of Murray,
stop the 1,700 teachers of the am,iegwaxerdiate.
ilrema.D were called to the
Dietriet GovBernard Craig Calhoun of weapon under the front seat of
arias
Saw
_eascall,,st‘
toretkrar...lemerram
leseepeee.
gavel
eraerwre
e.
eralaireeriii.
car.
sae
Lynn drove Woe
Multiple 43,
Parents and local citizens as y-Calloway County Hospl
Dexter, Frank Scott, Carlos from participating in the strike. ernor of
mornone car accident Sunday
B. E. "Buck" Gore of Puryear well as many Murray State Uni- when employees smelled smoke. Scott, and Clayton Scott, all of
Lions International, has been
speculatwere
officials
State
ing at 3:40 on Main Street.
presented the 100% District
has:offered a fifty dollar reward versity students learned some- Firemen said there was no fire Flint, Mich.; a sister. Mrs. Theling that the 685 members of the
Calhoun was treated for a
PADUCAH SPEAKER
for information leading to the thing about the KEA legislative and the smell was from an over- ma Hollingsworth of Zanesville,
Governor's Award. As Governwould
tonight
delegate assembly
contusion to the head at the
arrest and convition of the per- program and the way it affects heated motor an a circulating Ohio, and four grandchildren.
or of 43-K, one of six multiple
vote to end the strike.
emergency room of the Murson or persons who took mer- Murray when they attended the fan.
districts in the state, Ligon is
are schedulservices
Funeral
It was the delegate assembly's
ray-C,alloway County Hospital,
valued at about $125 Public Relations Day conducted
chandise
only Governor thus honorthe
the
at
today
p.m.
one
for
ed
Murray
of
Dr. C. S. Lowry
vote on Feb. 13 calling for the, ed for the 1968-69 year. District
Friday by the Murray City Schools last
according to hospital officials.
Earlier at 5:05 p.m the fire- Lindsey Funeral Home, PaduWhat from his property on
—
"Money
on
speak
will
DepartPolice
The Murray
43-K is comprised of 39 Lions
Friday.
men answered a call to the cah, with Rev. Don Young ofWhere It Comes From, night.
ment investigated the accident. It Is,
Ciubs in Western Kentucky.
The purpose of the day was home of Mrs. Grace Jones, 406 ficiating. Burial will be in the
meeting
the
at
Goes"
It
Where
Ford
Henry County Sheriff F. F. to inform the public of the North 6th Street. This was a
Calhoun, driving a 1967
Announcement of the award
i -a
Cemetery
Pleasant
Mt.
High
,
Junior
Jetton
the
3f
Wells, Jr. who investigated, said educational crisis in Kentucky grass fire and was extinguished
two door hardtop, was going
was made by W. R. Bryan,
County.
Graves
Assoceachers
Parent-T
School
the thieves took 28 used car
west on Main Street, ran off
and Callo- with the booster.
Doylestown, Ohio, president of
Pallbearers are Howard OzPaducah, on Tuesday, batteries from the Gore place as well as in Murray
the road on the left side, hit iation,
spokesman for
Lions International. Presentaa
County,'
Mcway
Robert
Hughes,
Bill
men,
3, at 7:30 p.m.
during the night.
a culvert on Williams Avenue, March
tion of the award came at a
the local group said. The teach9:30 a.m, was Intosh, Earl Wyatt, James Scutt,
calLat
first
The
and came to a stop on the west
Tickets to the "Insight 1970" February meeting of the Murers in the Murray school sys- on Railroad Avenue where the and Frank Overby.
side of Williams Avenue in the
symposium at Murray State Uni- ray Lions Club.
tem did not participate in the booster was used to extinguish
police
woods, according to the
versity March 2-4 will be on
A native of Mayfield, Ligon
recent state-wide work stopp- the flames of a trash fire.
report.
sale at the door of the audit- nas twelve years perfect attendage but wanted to support the
Damage to the , Calhoun car
orium prior to each lecture.
ance in his Murray Lions Club
KEA program and the Public
where he has held numerous
was on the front end, top, and
Relations Day was part of this
offices including president. In
right side.
plan to show this support.
for
are
$2
prices
Admission
Sunday at 4:45 p m a two car
"The Murray Education Asstudents and $3 for non-stu- addition he has maintained
collision occurred at 12th and
Troop 77 received sociation feels that this was a
dents for the series. No individ- many activities on the district
Scout
Boy
injuries
Main Streets, but no
for the Cham- successful attempt to inform
ual session tickets will be sold. level and served as Deputy Govtrophy
grand
the
The Girl Scout Cookie sale
were reported on the police reernor twice.
Dr. Ralph T. Tessenetr, dean
pionship of the Choctaw Dis- Murrayans about problems in began Friday, February 27, and
port.
Lion Ligon distinguished himof the graduate school, Murray
meet held Saturday education and to seek their acswim
trict
by
the
Murray
Sponsored
16, ac- State University, will be the
Cars involved were a 1959
self by his dedicated leadership
Building of tive support, the spokesman ends on Monday, March
Health
Carr
the
at
State student government, the
Buick four door owned by
said. Approximately 460 per- cording to Mrs. Robert Fox, speaker at the meeting of the program will incrude four spea- traveling more than 15,000
Walt Cunningham, age 15, re- Murray State University.
James E. Hamilton and driva re- Neighborhood and cookie chair- Calloway County Retired Teachmiles and chartering five new
as
and
participated
sons
promotwas
meet
"Young
swim
The
with
signed
kers — NBC news correspond- Lions clubs, something only fifman.
en by Mary Virginia Hamilton cently
March
Tuesday,
ers
Association
telegrams
arid
letters
many
sult,
CommisScout
Channel
District
by
ed
a show on
ent Herb Kaplow at 8 p.m.
During this period the local
of 912 Sycamore Street, and a Country",
sioner Don Birchfield. Accord- were sent to Kentucky legisla- girl scouts . will be delivering 3, at two p. m. at the home March 2, author and anthropo- teen other governors on the
WSM-TV, Nashville, Tenn.
Pay1963 Oldsmobile four door dri 4,
1013
Parsons,
Dr.
North American Continent aof
Rhey
desire
the
acknowledging
tors
purpose
the
Cunningham is the son of ing to Birchfield
iogist Dr. Ashley Montagu at 8 chieved and only thirty-two in
ven by James B. Hughes of
Ilea the cookies ordered during Jan- ne Street. Murray.
and Mrs Dub Cunningham of the meet was to emphasize for improved educational
m.
Mr.
p
and
March
3,
protheology
Paducah.
the world.
children and uary and will also have extra
Nashville, Tenn., and the the' needfor swimming skills fits for Kentucky
At the December meeting the fessor Dr Joseph Fletcher at
cookies on sale.
Mrs. Hamilton, going east on of
In qualifing for the honor
give the Scouts a urging legislation to help ohClaud
safety,
and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
were
elected:
grandson
officers
3:30 pm and astronaut Scott
The Cookie Sale finances the following
Main Street. made a right turn
governors must in part make
benefits."
these
retaM
advacement
pass
to
chance
Route
Murray
of
Cunningham
in the Beer Dr. Parsons, president; Mrs. Carpenter at 8 p.m. on March all their official club visits, rein 12th Street. She told the poAny person who was unable camping program
quirements, and display Life
Creek Girl Scout Council. With Hall (Wilma) McCuiston, secre- 4.
lice that shc was having trou. Four.
ceive timely membership and
Relations
Public
the
attend
to
skills.
Saving
radio's
as
is known
•
the money, the Council is able tary; Mrs. Vernon (Celia) Roble with the power steering. Walt
activity reports from each club
Troops from Calvert City, Day and has questions about the to
bas
and
jockey
thought
disc
provide
to
treasurer.
youngest
berts,
Designed
the
big
maintain
back
camp
on
and couldn't pull her car
on a monthly basis, and have
Benton, Hazel, Mayfield, and KEA legislative program is in.
Michigan
in
second
the
program
inforgave
an
Judge
County
understanding,
own
his
and
Lake, carry on new
into her lane of traffic to avoid
no club accounts deliquent with
vited to discuss these questions Kentucky
of twelve until his Murray were represented.
building projects, buy new mative talk on the worthwhile annual program is focused on Lions International at the end
colliding with the Hughes caz at the age
Scout fathers Tom Alexander with any of the local teachers
e
h
t
with
a
of
assignment
which
"Dimensions
in
projects
recent
community
of
a theme
equipment,- and replace worn
going north on 12th Street, ac
of their term.
from 4:30 to 5:30 and Bill Porter assisted 77 in
the CCRTA could and should New Decade."
out equipment.
cording to -the police report. show shown
The MSU professor has been
meet
anti
the
for
organizing
plays
Walt
4.
This is the only money avail- participate.
Damage to both cars was re. p.m. on Channel
Steve Jackson, a Paducah sen- active in community service
organ, and bath complimented Assistant
electric
Martha
were
piano,
New
members
the
able
the
ofcamp
for
program,
fendfront
left
ported on the
ior, is .chairman of the pro- with United Fund, Cub Scouts,
Senior Patrol Leader Steve
bass.
ficials said. Equipment and ma- Golden, Ruby Roberts, Mary
ers.
Boy Scouts, Murray Baseball
gram's executive committee:
Porter who made the maximum
Liza
and
Spann.
Dr.
Smith,
are
terials
also
for
purchased
Saturday at seven p.m. a three
Assn., P-T.A., and is a former
use of his fellow scouts.
the
Day
Camps
throughout
the
car collision occurred at 12th
Sunday School Teacher of the
Boys of Troop 77 who parCouncil with the Cookie monand Chestnut Streets.
First Baptist Church.
ticipated in the meet were Mark
23rd annual ser ey.
the
for
Dates
Involved were a 1969 ChevHe and his wife, the former
Thurman, Mike Alexander, Ron- ies of Quad-State Music Festi 'Besides the
Camp program,
rolet owned by Eurie Haneline
Lenora Ann McIntosh of Maynie Billington, Allan Cunning- vals have been announced by ten per cent
all
of
cookie
monThomas
Artie
by
driven
and
Hasten W ngnt of Stella is in ham, Mitchell Cunningham. Tim Dr. Josiah Darnall, a professor
field, reside with sons George
Haneline of Mayfield Route a Nashville, Tenn., hospital Wallen, Mike Bin-keen, Lynn of music at Murray State Urn ey is placed in a special fund
Morris and Bill Thomas, at 1504
to
help
the
defray
cost
of
girls
1966
Seven near Coldwater, a
where he underwent surgery for Rogers, Hawley Fair, Steve versity arid chaftman of the from
Cardinal Drive in Murray.
the
who
Council
are
acChevrolet owned by Charles a spinal fusion on February 27, Porter, Robert Underwood, Reid festival organization.
Serving on the District Cabcepted for National and InterThompson and driven by Karen Mr. Wright has been ill since Hudson, Bryzn Warner, Bobby
inet with Ligon were Deputy
will be national Girl Scout events, offestivals
All
three
Jeanne Thompson, 1109 Vine July.
Guys. Bill Peak, Mayfield; WilKnight, Mark Schmidt, Allan held this year on the Muni:. ficials said.
Street, Murray, and a 1967
liam F. Buckingham, Paducah;
His friends may send him Leffions. and Brent Austin.
State campus, the first, ti
Jewell
by
owned
Chevrolet
and Ira Johnson of Madisonville.
mail to Room 102 B, Park View
Troop 77 meets each Monday Quad-State String Festival bJones and driven by Larry Hospital,
Nashville,
Tenn., evening at 6:30 p. in. in the ing scheduled for October 1',
Zone Chairmen were W. C.
Route
Wayne Jones of Kirksey
Hale, Hickman; Dr. Abram Albasement of the First Christian
37203.
The Quad-State Chorus svi:
Two.
len. Reidland; Gerald Adams,
Church. ' Boys interested in gather on the campus Noven,
Haneline, going north on
Scouting are invited.
Paducah; Wayne Harvey. Smithber 2, while the third.
12th, stopped for the traffic
land; Anthony Hazelwood. HenFestival, is s,
Band
Quad-State
light at 12th and Chestnut.
derson; and Albert Partain of
for December 7.
The regular meeting of the
green,
turned
light
When the
ANY FREE PUPS?
Hopkinsville. James Harmon,
Co-sponsored by the Mum- Oalloway County Teachers' Aslie started the car moving but
Murray, served as cabinet sec,
State s Music Department al.: sociation will be held at CM-.
Slack of White Hall
Terry
stalled the engine.
retary-treasurer.
State UniMusic Edik way County High School on
District
the
First
Murray
Dormitory,
The Thompson car directly
Committee sMairmen were
versity, reported a theft from
Do you have an unwanted dog tors Association, the festivah l'uesday, March 3, at 7.00 p.m.
behind Haneline stopped. but
former governors Joe Pat
from the
Police or puppy' If so, call the Led- attract outstanding junior hig'
Smith
Murray
Miss
Rubie
the
to
car
his
the Jones car behind Thompson.
James, Murray: the late Sam
Department on Saturday at 1:10 ger and Times if you wish to and high school musicians I Education Department at Murhit the Thompson car knocking
Sloan, Sr., A. Paul Owens, C.
of charge. the campus from Kentuck, ray State University will speak
p.m.
free
away
it
give
accoidcar,
it into the Haneline
.,Stanim Pirtle. Stanley Stivers,
on "The White House ConferSlack told police that entry Many people wish to have a Tennessee, Missouri and
. A ing to the police report.
through 3 vent win- dog or pup but do not know schools every year.
ence
and
You."
gained
'
was
Ntaliand.oil of PI,
7. MI
7
tisfPest
CkstrIct
ilkivernefr
Nurveyr
car
0;it e#
Damage to the Haneline
"w1Pi “:401
otsmet
434. wilonted the lomtserkt
-ducalu, -Pa t Oppms_nn, HopkinsMore than 1.000 selected mu
The Calloway High Girls' En- itaitivkir
dow. Stolen were a tape play- where they can obtain one free.
is.
V.54 on the rear right side, to
vilre7 Turman Lester, Sol Berner, fifteen tapes, and tape .holdis a. free service of .the kiwis end Mery directors- par:: 'Eine -under tte:.direetion =of
Governors Avraill from Lions International by T. C. wig*
the Thompson car on the front et, according . to the police re- This
stein and L. A. Rhoads, of Henand Times to find homes cipated n :he three festii., .11.1rs Josiah Darnell oat enterLedger
Club
Ltorts
Murtay
the
the
of
to
Pr...Oder+,
and
fright)
end,
rear
and
.end
derson.
tain.
held last fall.
port.
for unwanted pets;
Jones car on the front end

Murray

General Assembly Enters Last
Three Weeks Of Session Today

Murray Police Cite
21 Persons,Weekend

WEATHER REPORT

Mrs. McIntosh Dies
Saturday At Benton

Three Calls Answered
By Fire Department

One Injured In
Accident Here
Over Weekend

Reward Offered In
Theft Of Batteries

George,H. Ligon
Presented Award

Public Relations
Day Said Success

xentirry

Insight Tickets
On Sale At Door

Boy Scout Troop 11 Winner
Choctaw Swim Meeting Here

Girl Scouts Now
In Cookie Sale

Walt Cunningham On' Nashville Television

Hasten Wright Patient
At Nashville Hospital

Tape Player And Tapes
Stolen From Car Here

Dr. Tesseneer Speaker
For Teachers Meeting
Here On Tuesday

Quad-State
Dates Set

Teacher Association To
Meet Here Tuesday

"4°40
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MONDAY - MARCH 2. 1970

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

bra

SALISBURY, Rhodesia- A government spokesman,character
log the ceremonies in which the former British colony formally
declared itself an independent republic, with a constitution ensuring
white rule
"We just think of it as a dull little occurrence."

TV.VISION SCHEDULf

PERRY, Fla.- Bob Jones, head ofthe Perry Chamber of Commerce, describing the enthusiasm about the arrival of 40,000 spectators to view the total eclipse of the sun Saturday, which local
boosters hope will _put the town, former "pine tree capital of th.
world," on the map:
"If we make the right impression, a lot of them will come tack,
maybe some to retire here."

Ws T
WLAGTV
WS!
Channel 4
Cliassel s
Channel
,
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Newt. Wthr.) Sots •••••
Vvrht
Soot's New.. Wthrihipi
liate.
30 My World
Gunsrnoke
Takes •
CO Rowan L MartWs Gunsmoke
it Takes a Thlaf
70 Lanth•In
Here'S luty

6 00
7

8

Movie:

:CO •Movle•
:30 "AinbustiAav"

di 10 Moyle
Moyle

Man:erre ft F

The Doris Day Show
The Carol Burnett Show

Tim Carol Burnett show

-The Heroes
Telemark"

CA

Movie
moo.

Movie; News
Num; woo snorts
:30
SON.; Tonight The Mery Griffin Show News
Movie:
WASHINGTON - Mrs. Pat Nixon, telling her staff she's not
▪ 2 :10 The Tonight Show The Mary Griffin Show "See Hew
TINY
concerned about the students she may meet during her five-day
I
:30 TM Tonight Show The Mary Gratin Show
Run"
41.1m.1-...las
trip across the couatry to visit with young -people involved
12-4
.31 The Unto...Moeda
The Dick Cavett Show
volunteer programs for social betterment
The Dick Caves? Show
111/1
"Oh, long hair doesn't bother me, I don't feel a generation ,
The Oki r•••••i MOW
TUESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
gap. I've got daughters and they have friends and we've gotten_
n

along fine."

5

ati

Cbuntrv Journal

Otis lovins
Remenices Over
Days That Gone
Sy OTIS LOVIPIS
As a prelude to the following
ear-ration I wouid like to quote
a few lines from Grays Elegy
Written in a Country Churchyard;
"The curfew toils the knell of
• the parting day,
The lowing herd winds ,siowly
oer the lea,
The ploughman plods his weary
way
And leaves the world to darkness and me"
This night too is draped in
the shadows of darkness. The
snowy laden hills are void of
sound. The den of silence floats
on the mist of the night like
the down of a thistle on an autumn breeze. Tho's the atmosphere with all of its chill does
not destroy my hopes of the
future, A does serve as a means
of wafting my thoughts on the
ityphrys of retrospection. So it
Ii that I write midst a melancholic background while my
dreams are yet pinioned on the
wings of hope. In so doing. I
hear the echoes of school bells
as their tones float o'er dale

On this day in history:
In 1899 Congress established
Mt. Ranier National Park in
Washington state.
Today Is Monday, March 2,
In 1927 Babe Ruth of the New
the 61st day of 1970 with 304
York Yankees signed a contract
follow,
for $70,000, making him the
The moon is approaching i highest paid baseball player to
new phase.
that time.
ar
stars
morning
The
In 1943 the World War II
Mercury and Jupiter.
Battle of the Bismarck Sea;
Venus,
are
stars
evening
The
began. When it was over,
Mars and Saturn.
American
airmen
had destroyed a Japanese convoy of
21 ships,
In 1945 units of the U.S. Ninth
Army reached the Rhine River
opposite Dusseldorf, Germany.
--Eleven men from this area
A thought for the day:
?Misted in the U.S. Navy during Francis Bacon said,
"Virtue is
the month of February, accord- like a rich stone
best plain
ing to Senior Chief Petty Officer set."
Ed Engliit of the Paducah U.S.
Navy recruiting office.
Those who are now at the Taking ways
ROME (UPI) - About 1,000
Great Lakes Naval Training
Center are Gary Lynn Hall and thefts are reported in Ital)
.,evety
William Bruce Lyles, both of day, according to judicial
Paducah; Robert Gale Scott, Aatistics
Arlington; Joseph Perry Kinnis,
Marion; Michael Andrew Johnson, Murray; Steve Allen Perry,
Grand Rivers and Thomas Wesley Tomlinson of Calvert City.
Enlisting in the Navy's delay
program were William Cosson
Smith, Paducah; Herbert Louis
McCree, Sedalia; Robert Steven
McKinney, Paducah, and Steve
,
Lynn Randolph of Murray.
The office here has openings
available in the "delay proMOST MEN
gram." This program will allow
t
WANT TO
a man to enlist now and remain
ILVLEHHgER...
I.
KO
at home for up to 180 days beONE MAN 't
WANTS TO ,(
fore going on active duty.
More information on the delay program is available at the
, k3ls a
recruiting of ic e, 17th and C./ NI,
• Etc!
Broadway, or by dialing 443-6288. o
,
AlliV1)001A01(7
By United Press International
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LONDON GROUND
CREWS MX WORK
ON ARAI NATtOhl
PLANES—SWISS
CRASH RESULT

to how I lost my rainbow, as
well as how I found my halo.
During the year of 1006, my
wife and I looked down the
highway M time and cast our
eyes on a near-by sign at the
cross roads of Life. The arrow
pointed to a city of leisure
known as retirement. We packed our suitcase, so to speak,
and started on our way. As we
entered the outskirts of this supposed haven of rest, she became
ill and soon passed away. The
last rites for her were solemnized. The dirge ended and my
rainbow faded. I went home to
four wails of desolation and
sadeu. My former desire for
retirement had become a willothewisp. While struggling in
this quagmire of depression, I
read a statement from the Bible
which in essence said, "I will
not suffer you above that which
you are able to bear". I also
read, "Seek and you;shall find".
During that time Mr. Buron
Jeffrey was our County School
Superintendent. I asked him to
place my name on his substitute
teacher list. While waiting for
a call during those waining
weeks, I learned one of Ides
more worthwhile lessons. I
Learned if we secluded ourselves in a clamlike shell people
would not pry into our lives,
but if we cheerfully opened the
door they would walk in.
Within a few weeks I had my

mud.,kii,00... c......

Ten Years Ago Today

Gary Sundmacker of the
as he upset MSU's press

with Sundmacker.

First Roun(
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By GARY KALE
UPI Sports Writer
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NCAA
ships

- 1 1,950
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Regional:

char
Davidson against fourth-r1
St. Bonaventure at the
court of St. John's Univers
New York; Temple, the M
Atlantic
Conference
ch
against Villanova in Phil
phia, and seventh-rated
the Ivy League titlist, ag
Niagara at Princeton, N.J.
A Mideast Regional dc
header at Dayton, Ohio,
Ohio University, Mid-Ame
Conference king, opposite I
Dame and Western Kent
with Jacksonville.
In the Midwest Regional
Texas Christian, it's Dayto
Houston and Rice against
ranked New Mexico State.
Western Regional at Brii
Conference

UTEP

ow

Of course!,
=MI

Full Gam
Half Garn
This is a new si
in . . . we do
cleaner gets th4
which may neC
Jiffy Steamer.

y

1*.

clt

?WANNA SI

' COLLEGE CLEANERS

.

University

State and Weber State ag
Long Beach State,
Top-ranked UCLA, seekir
fourth straight NCAA
routed California, 109-95, S
night
for
day
its fi
consecutive Pacific
crown, The Bruins, with a;
round bye, meet the
Beach State-Weber State
ner at Seattle, Wash., NI
12.
With stands 61-Point Effo
Iowa withstood a specta(
61-point effort by Rick Mot
hand Purdue its first
court loss in 30 games, 108
and clinch the Big 10 title,
Davidson earned a
season berth in the NCA.,
beating Richmond, 81-61,
the Southern Conference
ney title.
Rice won its first Shut!

HATCHER

-

chan

completed

Eastern

Southern

Young

qma gi]

One

Ohio
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

MEN'S'
OR LADIES'
PLAIN SUITS
BEAUTIFULLY
DRY
CLEANED
2
for $1.19

were

conference titles.

elia kazatis

•
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of the

basketball

Temple, U. of Texas at El
and

20 Years Ago Today
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MEL

pairing

Lig-A, Iowa, ,Pairldaou,

With
Toyota Corona
the "dash"
is
standard
equipment.

Millard Fillmore Rediscovered-

first-round

Saturday
'
s opening

00

mocking bird under such con6 •ti "NZZ.Z. 4,17 'FS. H....,"ea., :hi—Mc/464's Navy All
SAIGON - Tran Ngoc Chau, a national assembly deputy coofinement would soon lose his
7 :«
Today; meow
Morning Waech
don Show
victed of consorting with a Communist(his brother) and sentenced,
trill and the plumage of the
* rod.,
Morning grads
Bozo Show
crow would turn so white as
to 2,0 years in prison, appearing in court for a retrial with a preK••••••••
. don Show
8
A log..
the *am Deimos show Soto Show
to mock the new fallen snow.
diction that he will be convicted again:
*11lab.. Tow
TN. Mika Douglas Show Lucy Show
The Use Douglas Show He Said-Sha Sao
Thanks to all who have help
"This is the trial of President Nguyen Van Thieu and U. S.
ed to bond me out of the cage
Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, not my trial."
10
,s411ve.J.1"sZ::::`
trlarr:
'shoc7:
of the crow. Etched in my scroll
I 1W Jeopardy
-Where the Heart Is
• :22 Who, What, Where Searth tor Tomorrow Bewitched
that GUI
of memories will remain the
TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
names of the many who have
20 :GO The Nan Show
Slew! .10,
not only inspired me to feel,
111.11 Cony
All My Childrea
•4. :20 TM Won Show
4. the Wood Turn. Let's Make a Deal
but to have a desire to carry
10 Days of Our IvesMany SwIendored Thi ye TIN Newtywed Gprni
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
:30
The
Oyu:line
I
i3ht
The onms
th• (Sans. name
1
out the advice of Longfellow
▪ lg Aran», World
General Plese•tei
p.p.
, cYan,
when he said; "Let us be up
1.34 Bright Prom,..,
,e Eder of Nieht
One L,te To Live
and doing with a heart of any
2
:IN To Tell -the Truth Garner Pyle. UtMC
Dart Diadem
The Severn intIbillir
.30 Lost in Space
6.1.wean'i
limo
A heavy snow of atleast Live inches covered Murray and Calloway
fate, Still achieving, still purvont,
141
Lost in Space
Love Lucy
suing, Learn to labor and to
County this morning causing traffic snarls all
the city. All Ca4
'lays
voting Country
Nie Attic" the Real rector
wait". If I can fully accomplish
c
AI Young Country
Mime
lloway county schools are closed.
ARC Ermine New'
• :30 Nunliev3rialines, COS ',rerun) Newt
t3ick Veit Orke Show
that desire, I believe when the
Judge Waylon Rayburn and Mayoeflolmes Ellis were guests of
TNISIDAY &VINING PROGRAMS
final bell for me tolls I can
the Marine Air Reserve Training Detachment at the Naval Air StatAnd gloms. In parson, I live
- • G
ion, Memphis,'Tenn.
**4
first call as a embodied.' teach- "pull the robes of my couch
' 5.0"
.1 rIWIla•Vrwtwir'
*sal the generation of the pre- er. Playing
-I
.00 Debbie Reynolds
• Ile,
'lite Mad SAPAld
the role of the har- round *bout me and ne down
Mrs. Lowell Palmer, president, presided at the meeting of the
I
.30 Juba
The Red Skelton Shen Movie:
sent. In memories, I also dwell binger of a
Advisory Council of the Calloway County Homemakers Association
brighter day for to pleasant dreams".
g .10 First Tuesday
The Red Mellon Show "Mister JeriCO"
with those of the yesteryears. me was a former
U :30 First Tuesday
The Governer and J. J. Mende
pupil of mine.
held at the City Hall.
Many of my most pleasant mem At that time Mr.
a :OD First Tender
I ersosis
mama BMW M 0
T. Patterson
The Girl Scouts presented the program at the meeting of the Zeta
T" First Tuesday
• mnines
Mercies WNW. M
ones
were
inscribed
by
the
dewas teaching at Faxon school
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Soc.
or.maws,w
Soy". Newf. Ally ; Moits News: Mewl Snorts
M
parted
who
have
left
their
footIV :.71 The Tonight Short In, Mary Gr.tron Show Mane:
He became ill and called me as
prints upon the sands of time.
e
IS The Tonight Shoe The Mery Orinln Shoat "TM Mark of the
Hawk"
I :35 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Shoe.
In a sense, I will admit that his substitute. Thank you T;
TM Dick Covets Show
:00 The Untouchabst
trying to find ones personal That call reassured me that the „,----,-------The Dick Coven Shoo
1,
4. le TM Untouchables
The Dick C.avent Show
rainbow after the colors have poet Longfellow spoke truly • TODAY Ore TUESDAY 03
1 10
• :70
1•
300
faded and gone is somewhat when he wrote; Life is real. asewinorioo000000
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
like trying to relive days which "Life is earnest, and the gra
The Corona 4 dr.Sedan
are no more. On the other hand, is not its goal," I did not exacttops 90 mph. With
I have found that ones life can ly find a pot of gold at the end
ease.Cruisescomfortbe reactivated in such a man- of a rainbow during that day
ably at 78 mph. It's
John Lassiter was elected president of the Calloway County Farm
ner as to cause him to find a but I found a halo of contentthe economy import
Bureau at the annual meeting. Sherwood Potts was elected vicethat moves. That gives
halo of satisfaction. I haven't ment as I traveled a path simpresident.
you the maximum in
found my lost rainbow but I ilar to the one which for years
Deaths reported are Walter H. Thurman, age 62, and Mrs. John
styling and comfort
I will both lay me down in peace, and sleep: for thou, Lord, only have found the halo. I can see I had trod.
,
Bland, age 74.
with the minimum of
that Gods silver tapestries are
Since that day I have had
"The temperature here reportedly went to about 15 degrees last makest me dwell in safety.-Psalm 4:8.
maintenance. The
still spread across the dome of various calls from Mr. James
night. Pretty cold we think", from the column, "Seen & Heard
minimum of stops at
the
night.
he
the
at
stands
who
Feltner,
Around Murray".
the gas station. The
We can fall asleep with complete safety if God is on guard. if you will excuse this peronof Hazel school. Someone said,
The Thoroughbreds of Murray State College and five other teams
Toyota Corona. For
al
reference,
I
will
explain
as
never
"Memory clan glean, but
the maximum in dash
will compete in the National Intercollegiate Basketball tournament
L
'
renew.' Contrary quotation: Mr. achnoolorepanavison•eon warnet tees.
at Kansas City March 13-18,
Feltner, I can truly say
those days brought me the joys
•
Illaberee a.ps 11:411.•sell, 5.1111
a
s
of the flowers that are faded
c Illeeerved Perfeemanee Tiebete
and dried as well as the
Available tee Isle Ferber, C.
C
shine of a summer that is gone. •
Adele, 1.71
Adailetaa
pleasure
the
have
had
too
I
he served and where an elemenBy JONATHAN EDWARDS
whistling c
-tory school is named after him, of answering the
(Priam' F!rf Ira Association
* COMING SOON *
AUTO SALES
Corrcspondent
the sixth grade class presented of Mr. (Scully) Curd as he inSouth 12th Street
a sketch depicting his rise "rem vited me out Lynn Grove way.
WASHINGTON - A strange
"JOHN a MARY"
•
Murray. Ky. Phone 753-4%1
log cabin to the White House. Tho' your stairway is a little
thing has happened to Millard
The students-7*ere enthused creaky and the rooms on a certFillmore almost a hundred years
over the way he had overcome ain zero morn were a little
aftFr his death. He has been repoverty and risen to the top. .cool; the sunny disposition of
discovered'.
One 11-yeer-old student said she the members of yOur faculty,,
It is questionable, however,
Admired him "because he wasn't the personnell and the student
how long Fillmore will remain
blamed over slavery; he took body, caused me to forget the
rediscovered, for although he
both sides."
was the 13th president of the
low tide of the thermometer.
That was probably one of the Thanks for inviting me to subUnited States, his star flashed
1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
reasons or his political down- stitute In your sunny clime.
only briefly across the national
- FREE PICKUP and
horizon.
fall. He antagonized slavery adMr. Bill Outland, when I
DELIVERY —
vocates by opposing the en- speak of your acjiool I elmo
Born in a log cabin, he was
Truly Fine Cleaning *
Phone 753-3152
trance of Texas,, a slave state, think of it as our school.
a postmaster and teacher in
into the Union and then alien- have given me
Buffalo, N Y.. served in-the N.Y.
so
many
Faso
ated slavery opponents by sign-State Assembly and in'Congress,
cells that I almost feel like $
ing the Fugitive Slave Law that
ran unsuccessfully for governor
Faxonite. Probably I have givenabled slave holders to obtain
of New York, was elected vice
en little to your school in edupresident. and succeeded to the
the return of- slaves who had
cational values, but you and
presidency in 1850 upon the
fled to free states.
• u.
your school have meant
• • •
death of Zachary Taylor..
DOUBTS have arisen, how- to me.
During his brief two years in
• N•
I know that the storms of the
4,
ever, over the permanence of the
the White House, Fillmore man•tt..11b •
.: 0
'Fillmore Lives" campaign. Al- years can never erode some of
aged to make so many enemies
President Fillmore
:7 .
ready, his supporters have had the memories of the past. So
that his Whig Party refused him
falling out. In Moravia, N.Y, It is, with me and my memorie
-the party's, nomination in, 1852. Anidirr. now S junior at Loyola
,
23'
ti
where Fillmore's birthplace has concerning those who have
Four years later, he was the College .in Baltimore.
•
lb*,
restored, a dim view is walked through the halls of Enjoy the World's Most
unsuccesaful nominee for presiThanks to the efforts of Arddent ,of the -Know Nothing" dur and his associatem, Fillmore taken of the Student Commit-_ Concord school. Mr. Allen I a
Popular .Dry Cleaning
0
*
Party.
is rediscovered on the 17(1111 tee's activities in Baltimore, predate the opportunities of —save money too.
n
Washington
d
a
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Michigan.
my
former foot steps
*
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1. •
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el • `.
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who
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To
silence of the night may I fina- 'and Clean, -like new
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somewhat aadly, that the Mor- lize my saying;
I appreciate the again. This special
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questioned
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Abe
Student fact that we now
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have the opF•ommittee'm sincerity.
portunity of being afforded a for a limited time Only -Leading the campaign is the
so hurry.
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Hank Aaron, Al Kaline May
ove To First Base This Year
quarter to beat the Royals. Lew
Alcindor paced the Bucks'
The two faces of Connie attack with 32 points and 17
sound
Oscar
Hawkins
toward
a rebounds. A
points
National Basketball Association Robertson contributed 25 Points
to
Cincinnati's losing cause.
playoff for the Phoenix Suns.
Hawkins is intent on award- Pave Bing and Terry Dischining Phoenix with its first Or cembined for 59 points in
playoff berth. He scored 30 pinning the fifth straight loss on
points against Atlanta Sunday San Francisco. Bing was deadly
as the third-place Suns beat the from the field with 13 baskets
en route to a 31-point night.
Hawks, 109-98,
The defeat left first place Dischinger connected on 12
Atlanta only a half-game ahead floor shots. Clyde Lee paced
of the Los Angeles Lakers, who Sall Francisco with 23 points.
Philadelphia
continued
to
beat Boston, 120-114. In other
tect its four-place spot in
games, Milwaukee topped Cincinnati, 120-114; Detroit defeat- the East with a come-fromed
San Francisco, 116-99, behind triumph over the injurywhipped
Balti- riddled Bullets. Hal Greer was
Gary Sundmacker of the Hilltoppers was the straw that broke the Racers' back Saturday night Philadelphia
e spirit of the 76ers with 38
more,
104-99,
and
San
Diego
as he upset MSU's press defense with his ball-handling. Don Funneman is trying to catch up
ints, making good on nine of
stopped
Chicago,
135-122.
with Sundmacker.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
Phoenix, trailing Atlanta by Is last 10 field goal attempts.
13 points in the first half, Jack Mario paced Baltimore
finally took the lead at 76-74 wlth 31 points.
San Diego mounted a 33-point
after
three
quarters. The
Hawks countered with Lou second-period rally and had five
Hudson's 30 points and Joe players score in double figures
Caldwell's 29, but couldn't to beat Chicago. Elvin Hayes
match the Sues' second-half led the Rockets' scoring with 38
while Tom Boerwinkle and
spurt keyed by Hawkins.
Jerry West scored 33 points Clem Haskins scored 26 apiece
Conference title in 16 years
and Elgin Baylor added 29 as for the Bulls,
By GARY KALE
with an 82-73 victory over
Los Angeles drew away from a
Sports
UPI
Writer
Texas Christian, UTEP edged
'meager 102-99 lead after Boston
By
United
Press International nearly overcame a 17-point
Utah, 83-82, for the Western
The first-round pairings for
Athletic Conference crown and
deficit. Don Nelson continued
Saturday's opening of the 1970
Rick Barry scored 55 points, his brilliant outside shooting for
Temple gained its tourney
NCAA
basketball
championberth by nipping St. Joseph's, setting a record for the Denver The Celtics and led the nub
ships were completed after
rena, but the Denver Rockets with 30 points.
UCLA, Iowa, Patidgon, Rice, 63-59.
et Barry's performance
Kei;tcuky,
Second - ranked
Milwaukee went elf a 1144
Temple, U. of Texas at El Paso
hitting 52.3 per cent of their urge early in the fourth
U.-Notre
Ohio
faces
which
and Ohio University clinched
Dame winner in a second-round field goals and downed the
conference titles.
Mideast
Regional game at ashington Caps, 137-128, SunThe Eastern Regionals pit
MIAMI (UPI)— When Mike
Columbus, Ohio, March 12 Y.
Southern Conference champion
HE
drove a beer truck and
other
In
American
Basketball
avenged its only loss of the
Davidson against fourth-ranked
ked construction he worked
season by topping Vanderbilt, ssociation action, Los Angeles
St. Bonaventure at the home
This Albert Scott shot is heading for the basket as members of the Murray High Tigers and
der than he does now, and
trimmed Indiana, 108-105, Pig
90-86.
court of St. John's University in
didn't make nearly as much
the Fulton County Pilots fight for position for a possible rebound. The Tigers ended their regutsburgh edged Kentucky, 119New York; Temple, the Middle
money.
lar season play on a winning note Friday night by downing the Pilots, 82-55. Scott was high
Third-ranked South Carolina 109, Miami beat Carolina, 109Atlantic
Conference
champ, overpowered North Carolina 99, and New York defeated
- Two }ears ago he told
scorer for MHS with 26 points.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
against Villanova in Philadel- State, 85-69, with the help of Dallas, 128-111.
himself there's got to be a
phia, and seventh-rated Penn, John Roche's 31 points. The
living,
make
way
better
to
a
Larry Jones led the Rockets
log of not feeling well. Another victory over the Dunlops in a
the Ivy League titlist, against Gamecocks, undefeated in regu- Iwith 34 points
I joined his older brother on the
and Spencer
absentee from the Tigers drills Kansas City Royals' intrasquad
Niagara at Princeton, N.J.
"14/1
1
1
,
11
pro golf tour and this weekend
lar Atlantic Coast Conference Haywood added 31 as their
was utility infielder Dalton game; and Dave Nelson was
A Mideast Regional doublepocketed $30,000 for winning the
play, must do it all over again team finally prevailed in a
Jones who was suffering from the star of the Washington
header at Dayton, Ohio, pairs in the ACC tourney if it intends game
Doral
Eastern
Open
$150,000
which
in
lead
the
an upset stomach.
Senators' intrasquad game with
Ohio University, Mid-American
golf tournament— his first tour
meeting the Davidson-St. Bon- changed hands eight times.
The Orioles will hold their a homer, double and single.
Conference king, opposite Notre nie survivor in the second-round
victory.
Washington, who fiTom
first intrasquad game today
Padres
Diego
San
The
Dame and Western Kentucky Eastern Regional at Columbia, nished with only seven points,
"F ven 41 they recognize-you
minus the services of first whipped
Mexico
City
the
with Jacksonville.
s
they
recognize
Dave,
still
S.C.
scored twice on rebounds within
By United Press International baseman Boog Powell, second Tigers, 9-1, as rookie outfielder
In the Midwest Regionals at
cc," he said, referring to his
e final 78 seconds to give the
Bonnies Boost Record
baseman Dave Johnson and left Julio Morales hit a homer for
Texas Christian, it's Dayton vs.
more famous older brother,
St. Bonaventure, ranked No. Los Angeles Stars their third
Stan
Musial and
Mickey pitcher Dave McNally, all of the winners and the Ozzie
who finished 14 strokes behind Mantle,
Houston and Rice against fifth- 4, boosted its record to 21-1 by straight win as they struggle
who played the outfield whom became official holdouts Virgil-coached team downed the
Mike's pace-setting 279. "I
ranked New Mexico State. The crushing Niagara, 104-68, Sun- or._a Western Division playoff
during most of their illustrious Sunday.
Wes Westrum's, 3-2, as the San
thin, Dave is as happy for my
Western Regional at Brigham
careers
finished
up their
Also facing holdout problems Francisco Giants held their
Yampa..
wins I am myself."
UTEP
Now latiocico suds . -The last-place Stars ote tour
elating
daeoe
fix
_nazia and
eat younger Hill's n1ne.oneerState and Weber State against exacted 15 turnovers from Utah games . behind New Orleans,
drat intraoctuan &ague.
Hank Aaron and Al Kaline, with 4ar
are
still C unablesatisfy
re thtilI
unable to
i
Long Beach State.
par total, finished by his oneState en route to a 104-92 which must stay in fourth place
a total of 33 years of major second baseman Tommy
COLLEGE STATION, Tex,
Top-ranked UCLA, seeking its triumph.
under-par round of 71 Sunday,
to be eligible for the playoffs.
league experience between Helms, pitcher Jim Maloney (UPI)— Texas A&M
College has
was four strokes better than
fourth straight NCAA title,
The Pittsburgh Pipers handed
Seventh-ranked Pennsylvania
them, may follow suit.
and third baseman Tony Perez.. joined the growing list of.
second place Jim Colbert, who
routed California, 109-95, Satur- tied the Ivy League record of Kentucky its 10th loss in its last
Aaron, the perennial All-Star
The Los Angeles Dodgers college football powers turning
shot a par 72 on the windy,
night for
day
its fourth 14-0 for a season with a 97-63 13 starts as Stew Johnson, who
outfielder
for
the
Atlanta signed 20-game winner Bill to synthetic turf.
Doral
"blue
consecutive Pacific Eight decision over Cornell„
monster"
course
put Pittsburgh ahead for good i•
Braves, worked out at first Singer for an estimated $45,000
Texas A&M announCed Tues- •
for a five-under-par 281, .
crown. The Bruins, with a firstNIT-bound MArquette, led by with 5:10 remaining, paced his
base again Sunday in the while Al Campanis, the club's day allocation_ of $586,000
Tied
for
for
third
round bye, meet the Long Dean Meminger's 27 points, team
were
—Larry
with 25 points. Lou
absence of holdout Orlando director of player personnel, synthetic turf tor its Kyle
Hinson, British Ryder Cup
Beach State-Weber State win- whipped a strong Creighton Dampier led the Colonels with
Field
Cepeda. The slugging Cepeda is said he and 17-game winner Stadium and practice field
'team member • Brian Barnes
as
ner at Seattle, Wash., March team, 76-66, and ran its home 33.
seeking a raise to $90,000 but Don Sutton "are very close to well as for a new tartan
turf
and
transplanted
12.
Australian
Miami's
41
Don
to
winning
string
Freeman scored
court
the Braves have offered him agreement,"
Dodger
Other
track.
Bruce Devlin, who were twoWithstands 61-Point Effort
33 points and Don Sidle scored
games.
even less than the $83,000 he holdouts include catchers Tom
'ports-happy .it: has tied
under-par at 286.
Iowa withstood a spectacular
Eleventh -rated Houston 25 to help the Floridians turn
earned
last
season
when
he Haller and Jeff Torborg.
up the television rights to two
Tack
McGowan was eight
61-point effort by Rick Mount to mauled South Alabama, 128-90; back Carolina's late rally,
helped lead the Braves to the
Al Oliver drove in Loth runs more auto racing classics, the
strokes back at 287 after tying
hand Purdue its first home Drake, No. 14, moved closer to which was ignited by Doug
League's
Western with a single and an infield out Grand Prix of Monaco and the
Hill momentarily on the front National
court loss in 30 games, 108-107,
Valley
who
Missouri
Moe,
finished
Conference
with
19
the
Division crown with 22 homers -as the Willie Stargells beat the (:ariadian-American
Challenge
nine.
and clinch the Big 10 title.
crown with a 79-73 win over points.
and 88 runs batted in.
Bill Mazeroskis, 2-1, in the (;u p Race at Mosport,
/nt.
Arnold Palmer shot a 75
Davidson earned a post- Louisville; Duke surprised 16th- New York, with a 33-point_
Kaline
has
been
splitting
his
Pittsburgh
Pirates'
intrasquad
They will be seen respectively.
Sunday to finish at four-overseason berth in the NCAA by ranked North Carolina, 91-83, performance from Levern Tart,
time this spring between right game; Pat Kelly's two-run May 10 and June 14.
par 292, a dozen strokes back.
The netbeating Richmond, 81-61, for and Oklahoma beat 20th-rated used a third-period spurt to put
field and first base, but the 17- triple and a run-scoring double stork also has the,
(Talladega).
l)efending U.S. Open champion'
the Southern Conference tour- Kansas State, the Big Eight Dallas
away
quickly. The
year veteran of the Detroit by Amos Otis highlighted a 11aliama 500 on
April12, and
orvill Moody scored a 74 for a
ney title.
victory was the Nets' 13th in
Conference champ, 80-73.
Tigers missed Sunday's work- three-run third inning which the V, odd
600 Stock Car Race
four-round
total
of
293.
Rice won its first Southwest
their last 18 games.
out at Lakeland after complain- carried the Schultz' to a 4-2 at Charlotte, N.C.,
May 24.
By United Press international

First Round Pairings Are
Completed In NCAA Meet

Barry Sets
Record But
Caps Lose

Mike Hill
Tins Doral

1

Suns Beat
Atlanta
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?WANNA SAVE MONEY ON DRY CLEANING?

STATEMENT FROM GUY LOV1NS

Of course you do! Look at these low, low prices!
— SAVE 50% OR MORE!! —

Full Garment
Half Garment

TO THE CITIZENS OF THE
FIPTH DISTRICT:

only 5W
only 25(

I wish to express my sincere-appreciation to you for your many. letters.
telephone calls, telegrams, and personal conversatirins that you have given me
during the present session of the legislature. I assure you that each and every
contact is given most serious consideration.

This is a new single garment service at Boone's. Bring 'em
. you pick 'ern up later! Our coin dry
in . . . we do 'ern
cleaner gets them cleaner and wrinkle free. Those pieces
which may ned slight finishing you can do free with our
Jiffy Steamer.

Those who tive experienced many sessions in the legislature have
stated that this is the busiest and nTost burdensome session they have ever witnessed. You, the voters, sent me to Frankfort expecting me to stud} each piece
of legislation, give serious consideration to each issue, and use my best judgment
in acting on it: This I assure you I am trying to do. I am not infallible, I have
-and will continue to make mistakes and your criticism, both constructive and
otherwise, is most welcome.

* GET ACQUAINTED SPECIAL . . . *
ir"OriertRIP.WINONIN

I arg deeply appreciative to the teachers of the 5th District in their
retraining to demonstrate in Frankfort during the past week. You have been most
considerate in not pressuring me to 'violate my commitment I made to the
people during my campaign. that commitment 'being no new or additional taxes.
Your action in this •matter deserves every possible consideration. The remainder
of the present session will be crucial days. I welcome your criticism, and above
all I need your prayers.

This Coupon Entitles Bearer to
e '2.50 LOAD of DRY CLEANING fors1.50(8lbs.) 3
:)4
)

0

SAVE 50%

SanitOne

and may bi IVIttettrevm at anytime ) p

1.
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Claude Arden is scoring two ci NI game total of 21 points" on
Ittli.4iyupT-Ve4FutiiiiirerThtli
niVriftrtft
Ihe fount 7i-.75.
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GUY LIMNS
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In writ ing me I iSk you to refrain from using the word. Honorable. I rather
a
. prefer -the simple. word- Guy.,
a
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Boone's Coin Dry Cleaning and Laundry
Corner of 13th b Main Street-

a
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you getting the most for your
money? Check your kitchen
shelf and see if your box of
salt has the word "Iodized" on
It. If not, you are cheating your
family! By using iodized salt
we can be assured our -Orally
is getting enough iodine daily.
Insignificant amounts of iodine
often results in goiters. Surveys
in 1969 uncovered many cases
of goiter, particularly among
teenagers, who were not using
Iodized Salt.- Patricia Everett,
Courthoine..Benton, Ky. 43025.
Phone 5274601.
•••

Do you have trouble with
your machine missing stitches
when sewing• on some of the
dose woven'polyester knits? If
so, check the needle size. The
tightly knitted fabrics push the
thread to the top of the eyes
of larger needles, thereby causing missing stitches. Try needle
size 9 or 11. - Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman, Kentucky
42050. Phone 236-3351.
•••
FAMILY COMMUNICATION
- A breakdown in communication is the cause of much confusion and unhappiness in many

TRASH MASHER - How do
you handle all those throwaway
glass bottles, plastic and metal
containers and aerosol cans? In
families. Communication in- the future, you may toss them
which
volves much more than just into this new appliance
one
trash
to
compresses
mild
peotwo
between
conversation
volume.
ple. it implies a bond of under- fourth its original
As soon as you close the
standing, a sensation of being
solution
air the same wave length, a drawer, an odor-killing
feeling of being able to get sprays the waste. To activitate
through to the other person. the unit, push a button and 2000
There is a feeling inside each pound! of pressure mash the
of us of struggling to- be our- trash in one minute. A safety
self - striving to see our ex- trey lock must be turned on beperience with another person-fore the unit will work - so
toddlers can't operate it. An
as it is, wanting this experi- average family would have to
ence, and yet fearful of express- empty the drawer and replace
ing our inner feelings. Is this the hea' vy-duty bag about once
where adults are failing to see a week. - Barletta Wrather,
what teen-agers are trying to 209 Maple Street, Murray, Ky.
42071. Phone 753-1452.
•••
Pe• rhaps what is most needed
in communication among gen- Plate glass has been with us
erations is the capacity to dis- for many years. It is a poured,
cuss issues, to argue points of rolled and polished glass, which
view, to discern feelings and to has no distortion. This is often
discover the need of each for found in home furnishing itthe other - Ira& Hamilton, ems. - Maxine Griffin, Fed"
N34..
Courthouse,Mayfaeld, Ky.42U6& eyskt - Bowling, ..
Phone 247-2334.
42031. Phone 653-2231.
•••
When you purchase salt are

Mangey, Minh 2
The Ahno Elementary-Sthool
PTA, Men's and Women's basketball Minis.
zel PTA teams at Ahno at seven
P-111.
•••
The Annie Armstrong sad
Ethel Harmon Groups of the 'he church library at two p.m
Hazel Baptist Church WMS will with Mrs. R L Wade as hosbegin its observance _Of the tess. Mrs. Frank Wainscott and
week of prayer for home miss- Mrs Clem Moore are cohoe
ions at the bew addition at 1:90 teases. Mrs. Wayne Sheeks will
p.m. Mrs. Frances Dailey will present the study.
be the leader.
•••
•••
Wednesday, March 4
The Lottie Moon Group of
The ti Cherry Corner Baptist
the First Baptist Church WMS Church WMS will meet at the
will meet at the home of Mrs. church at seven p.m.
Henry Warren at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
•••
The Eaton Mothers Club will
The Arts, Crafts, Music, and mect at the Faxon School at
Sewing contests for high school i:30 p.m.
•••
students and the adult woman's
club sewing contest will be
The Hazel Baptist Church
held by the Murray Woman's WMS will meet at the new addClub at the club house at seven ition at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
p.m. The public is invited to Elizabeth Orr as the leader.
must.
•••
••••
The Elm Grove Baptist
The First Baptist Church Church WMS will meet At the
WMS will begin the observance church at seven p m with Mrs.
of the week of prayer for home Walton Fulkerson as the leadtrIssions at the church at 9:30 er.
• ••
a.m. Mrs. Edgar Shirley will be
in charge of the program.
The women of the Oaks
•••
Country Club will have its
The Elm -11.--.ve Baptist bridge session at 9:30 a.m. with
Church WMS will begin the ob- Polly Seale 753-7770 as hosservance of the week of prayer tess A luncheon will be served
fOr home missions at the church at noon and a general meeting
at 1:30 p.m. Hrs. Charles Bur- for the women will follow. Eskeen will be the leader.
sic Caldwell is chairman and
••• s•
Helen*Meluzin is co-chairman.
Licensed Practical Nurses of No luncheon reservation needDistrict 17 will have their re- ed.
•• •
gular monthly meeting in the
conference room of HurrayThursday, March 5
Calloway County Hospital at
The Kirksey Baptist Church
seven p.m. The guest speaker
will be Mr. R. W. Keller, Pee- WMS will observe the weeif of
sident of the K S. A. L P. N. prayer for home missions at
•••
the church at seven p.m.
•••
Tuesday, March 3
The Garden Department of
Hurray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls the Murray Woman's Club will
will meet at the Masonic Hall have an open meeting at the
club house at two p.m. Mrs
at seven p.m.
•••
George Hart will give a slide
The Annie Armstrong Gropp talk on gardens of Hawaii Hosof the First Baptist Church tesses are Mesdames Fred GingWMS will meet with Hrs. Jesse les, Eaf Huie, J. Edgar Pride,
Will -Rose, John Ryan, and G
Spencer at 7:30 p.m.
B. Scott.
•••
--• ••
The Kappa Department of
The Hazel Baptist Church
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30 WMS will meet at the new addem. Hostesses will be Mos- ition at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
as the -leader.
dames Harold McReynolds, Dan Vivian Fairs-is
•••
Shipley_ Harold Lew Wallace,
Judge Robert 0. Miller will
and Robert L Warren.
sp,ak on "Troubled Youth' at
•••
The Delta Department of the the meeting of the First Bap.Murray Woman's Club will meet tist C'nurch WKS at the church
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. at ii:30 a.m. • • •
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Mrs. Mason Thomas will be
Wells Pureom, Sr., Harry Sledd.
J. I. Hosick. and Misses Ruth leader at the meeting of the
Sexton, Kathleen Patterson; Elm Grove WMS at the church
:A 1:30 p.m.
and Ruth Lassiter.
• ••
•••
Friday, March 6
The Goshen United MethodThe World Day of Prayer will
ist Church WSCS will meet at
be held at the St. John's Bapthe church at seven p.m.
•••
tist Church, 2nd and Spruce
The Hazel Baptist Church Street, at 7:30 pm. The pro.
WMS groups wilt meet at the tram is sponsored by Church
new addition at 1:30 p.m. with Women United.
• ••
Mrs. Om Joyce as the leader.
• ••
The Senior Citizens Club will
The Elm Grove Baptist have a potluck luncheon at 12
Church WMS will meet at the noon at the Community Center,
church at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Ellis Drive.
•.•
George Cossey as the leader.
•••
The Elm Grove Baptist
The First Baptist Church Church WMS will meet at- the
WMS will meet at the church :hurch at 1:30 pm. with Mrs
at 9:30 am. with Mrs. Ray keys Keel as the leader.
•••
Moore as the leader.
•••
The
Hazel
Baptist Church
Group I of the First Christ- WMS will meet at the new addian Church CWF will meet in ition at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs
the home of MO. William Seale, Irene Smotherman as the lead.
407 North 7th Street$ at ten er.
•• •
am. Mrs W. C. Duncan will
Church
Baptist
The
First
present the study.
•••
WMS will meet at the church
with _Mrs.,
at 9-30.-am
Group ft if 'the Tirs1
tan-Church MI, will meet in Sgaseneer,, as the leader.

4
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Calloway High
FH Chapter
Has Meeting

Cake Topping
For a velvety angel food
cake topping combine one
package instant vanilla
pudding Mix with one and
one fourth cups milk and
cite cup dairy sour cream.
Beat according to package
directions. Chill until thickened. Just before serving,
fold on one-half cup raspberriee, three-fourths cup
blueberries and three.
fourths cup pineapple tidbits. Cut a 10-inch angel
food cake into 12 wedges.
Spoon fruit topping Over
each slice.

Mrs. Will Starks was honored
on her 95th birthday on Tuesday, February 24, by her two
daughters, Mrs. William Whitnell of Murray and Hrs. Dallas
Rummager of Jackson, Ohio.
Guests were residents of the
Puryear Nursing Home, Mrs.
Carter, and the staff of the
home.
Mrs. Starks was the recipient
rif many lovely gifts, cards, flowers, and telephone calla.
Refreshments of the special
birthday cake and ice cream
were served after the group
had sung "Happy Birthday"' to
Ars. Starks.
Mrs. Starks is able to get around by herself even though
her vision is not too good and
feels flattered that most folks
do not think her to be 95 years

The State Scholarship fund
was the theme of the meeting
of the Calloway County High
School chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
on ,February 12 at the cafeteria of the school.
A song was sung by Wanda
Garrett, Sharon Underwood,
Kathy Lovett, and Janey Kelso
for the devotion. ,
Kathryn Hardie reed a bursorous poem for special entertainment.

Brush steak With one tablespoon lemon juice.
Sprinkle with paprika.
Broil for five minutes or to
desired doneness. Do not
turn. One serving.
•

chapter elected Darrel Cleaver
as the BRA Beak.
Wanda Garrett, chairman of
the scholarship committee, urged members to contribute to
the scholarship fund by paying
the length from the hem of the
skirt to the floor. She was assisted by Carol Bailey, Beverly
Starks, and Debbie Nance.

young.
•••

Peanut Slaw
Combine three cups
shredded cabbage, one-half
cup chopped celery, onefourth cup bottled cole
slaw dressing. Chill before
& e ryi n g. Garnish with
chopped peanuts. Serves
lour- -

4-Minute Rarebit
To make a four-minute
Welsh Rarebit, combine
one can each condensed to_ Mat0..and cilecidar clrete.
soups with one-tourfh cup
Milk, Heat; pour over tout.

The chapter executive council meeting was held February
2 in the home economics department:' Eight officErs' and
two advisors were prelent.
,
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Cookeville, Tennessee.
Rev. and Mrs. Robert RobinA June wedding is planned.
son of Kirksey announce the endaughter,
their
gagement of
Judy Lane to Charles Leslie
Hasty son of Mr. and Mrs. Os- Hearts 'n Walnuts
= Hasty of ,Shelbyville, Ten- - Quickest way to a man's
nessee.
heart is a chocolate cake
Miss Robinson is a graduate with chocolate frosting and
ShelbySchool,
High
Central
of
lots and lots of crunchy
ville, and is a senior at Tre- walnuts. Make cake in layNashvecca Nazarene College in
ers, fill and frost. Apply
ville, Tennessee. Miss Robin- chopped walnuts to sides of
son's father is minister at Lo- frosted cake by taking a
cust Grove Church of the Na- _big handful at a time and
IiteSkIhg agarat rreSted
Mr. Hasty is a graduate of sides.

••• •
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•
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STARTING TUESDAY, MARCH 3rd
THE SEASON'S GREATEST FABRIC SALE!
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"fth AFTER INVENTORY

FABRIC SALE
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Our entire stock of Famous

Mills

Bonded Acrylics now at the lowest price ever, any-

where. Every. yard, every bolt. first quality. 54" to 60" wide, machine washable.

In

a

ca

Lie THE AOVOC.ATES. Debete
need our landbased
11:1111 NET JOURNAL THE S
TURMOIL The Spanish C
and its aftermath-the
regime-men through arc,
recent films
TUESDAY, MARCH 3
4:11I SPANISH ORIENTATION.
Ili Pointers and oral di
teachers IC)
4:31/ MISTEROGERS NEIGH110
Ottwet Clernmons is
sioned to invite the work
wedding of King Friday a
Saturday
SAS SESAME STREET IV: CI
141
SCIENCE CLUIP. THE S
OF MICROBIOLOGY Mot
hare grown on beans. che
bread are shown Present*
operation with 4-1.4 INT
Cooperative Extension
COS WHAT'S NEW FOLK
Tracy Newman songs loll
00th lessons, desires, an
feeling about life
IN JOINT VENTURE: Preser
caCilaWabon with the K
TrO•reff and Detelopmen
dation (Cl
735 MASONS THINGS GROW
SRI YOUTH ART MONTH SPEC
rector of le..ngtons Livii
Center limes Seidlernan a
NMI Hull, head of Ky's C
sion on the Arts talk *Or
Donna Turner (C)
GM CONVERSATION: Mayor L
men of Glasgow, the conl)
mayor in Kentucky Is gin.
duced by Western Ky UnI
141 NET FESTIVAL •1111:
GALA
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4
41111 *mars NEW
cse MISTEROGERS NEIGHS°.
1:110 SESAME STREET NS C?,
LSE WINDOW TO THE CLASS
KENTLYEAY IS MY LAND I
OS statesmen Henry Clay
focus in this lesson In
Kentucky History series Pr
by Kentucky Educational
soon ICI

tremendous selection of solids arid fancies!

* NEW SPRING BONDED ACRYLICS
* FROM AMERICA'S FINEST MILLS

•

144 D

* EVERY YARD FIRST QUALITY
* W WIDE, MACHINE WASHABLE
* ALL NEW SPRING PATTERNS

r•

* SAVE UP TO $4.55 A YARD

OUR-- ENTIRE STOCK!!
REGULAR '2.99 "IMPORTED"

OUR ENTIRE STOCK!!
REGULAR '3.99 to '8.99 YD.

IRISH LINENS

EMBROIDERED
SERRANO

Brand

New'
Spring 1970 Imported Irish Linens now
at the
lowest price
45" wide, first quality. full bolts! New
wrinkle resistant
assortment of new spring
colors!

ever!
finish. In a large

et

MONDAY, MARCH 2
4115 SPANISH OMENTATIOP
I: Pointers and oral r
unction. MI
4:311 MISTEROGER1 NEHMEN
HS SESAME STREET MIS:
GIN WINDOW TO THE CIA!
For Youth Art Month, a r
a felekrason from thg pn
per,.,
II:25 AGRICULTURE IN NEI
GREENHOUSE VEGETABI
• DUCTION Presented in
• lion with the University
- tacky College of Agricul
MMrative Extension See
535 WMATS NEW
741111 THE SNOW ABC news
sdondent Marlene Sandi
balladeer 0 C Smith ar.
eIgnangIng idees with te

REG. $3.99 to $5.99 BONDED ACRYLICS
,'
4:
! ,'• a it\
'4

Purchase Area
Hog Market

GE

After Inventory Sale! It's the Fabric Sale of the Year! Timely ems,ings on brand new Spring and Summer Fabrics! Be there when the door opens
Tuesday, 9:00 a.m., for the Fabric Bu ys of a Lifetime!
Our annual

Final rites for Sam
er of Murray Route T
held Sunday at three
the chapel of the Blab
man Funeral Home w
Johnson Easley, Rev.
Wheatley, and Rev. Jot
fficiating.
Pallbearers were INat
er of Paducah, J. C.
Truman Smith, Hoyt
Brent Manning, and Dr
Robin9on of Camden, 1
Burtal was in the
Cemetery with the
merits by the FlIalfict4
Funeral Home.
Mr. Brewer, age 79,
urday at 7:15 a. m. at t
ray-Calloway County
1
lie was a member of the
United Methodist Chu.
and Ms wife, the fora
Robinson, had bean mai
16 yews.
Survivors are hie *
daughters, Mrs. Hal
Smith Of Kirksay and /I
'KW (Rom) Story of
Route Two; one dater,
Pincher of Pryoreburg; I
there, Clay Brewer of
Route Two and Cad Bit
Heidland; four grandt
Billy Smith o/ Harm
Two, IfiseBetty Smith
dumb, Mrs. Don Gru
Monrovia, Md., mad Mrs.
Brown, Jr., of Hurray
great grandchildren.

Federal State Markel
Service 3-210 Kentuca
chase Area Hog Market
Includes 9 Buying Stet
Receipts: Apt. 3496;
Head, Barr** and Gil
ly Steady to 26e Lowe
Steady to 60e Higher.
US 2-3 300430 lbs $271
US 2-4 190340 lbs
US 2-4.240-300 lbs $26.(
US 34260-280 lbs $26.f
SOWS:
US 1-2 3470-360 lbs $231.
US 1-3 300150 the $222
US 2-3 450-650-lbs $21.1
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Carol Conner of Tell City, Ind, Is pictured on the left
as she is presented the $100.00 sephoiviem scholarship by
Mrs. Vernon I. Shown, chairman of the Music Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. This scholarship is given sub
year to a music major at Murray State University.

High School, ShelbyJudy Lane Robinson Central
ville After serving tnree Years
in the United States Army he
8? Charles Hasty
Plans were discussed for the Plan June Wedding is presently attending Tennessee Technological University in
Mother-Daughter banquet. The

Halibut Steak
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Funeral Services I
Held For San Brel

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

•

Mrs. Will Starks
Honored At Party
On 95th Birthday
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low, low price

Unbelievable
on first quality Embroidered
Serrano! Compare these anywhere. Nobody. but Nobody has
ever offered these at this low, low price! Choose from over
1000 yards of brand new Spring and Summer embroideries'

YD.

eiVe;04
,
: ge:. .
P

WORLD'S FINEST FABRICS,
AT FRACTION OF MILL COST!
Yes, only

at the Remnant House will you
values, such fine quality, and such low,
distributors for America's largest Mils and

find

such

Sue

tremendous

low prices! We

are direct

Manufacturers and the

savings are passed on to you!
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THE LEDGER

Funeral Services Are
Held For Sam Brewer

General

Rites Are Tuesday
For Larry Retherford

&

TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

SEEN & HEARD . ..Hazel

MONDAY — MARCH 2. 4970

ousical gift
HOLLYWOOD ((PI) -- More
than 120 musical scores from
(ContleamJ From Paps 1)
motion pictures from 1947 to
Final rites for Sam T. Brew- vision would drive many
"anall
1970 have been presented to the
er of Murray Route Two were time" bondsmen
Funeral services for Larry with hardly no effort at all as The
out of buaineas.
Hazel Elementary School
held Sunday at three p. in. at
Officers for the school year, l'niversity of Santa Clara by
Retherford of Detroit, Mich., far as getting supper ready was
Bingo Follows
Parent-Teacher Association will
Frankfort, Ky. - A cash divi- 1970-71 were elected during
the chapel of the Blalock-ColeLionel Newpan, musical direcRight behind the bail bond will be held Tuesday at two concerned.
meet Thursday, March 5, at se- dend of 5 cents a share nas been February meeting of the U
man Funeral Home •
of 20th Century -Fox Studtor
p.
in.
at
the
chapel
of
the
Max
bill
as Sen. Donald Johnson's
Rev.
ven p. in. at the school.
declared by the board of direc- versity School P.T.A., on Thurs- ios.
measure to allow legalized bin- H. ChurchW Funeral Home with We got a lift over the weekend The Gospel Aires Quartet will
tors of Investors Heritage Life day. February 28 in the school
Wheatley, and Rev. Jahn Janes go operations in
the state's four Bro. HerifY Hargis officiating. when we became the recipient be the featured entertainment. Insurance
Company. It will be auditorium.
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Wilton of a Sunburst milk bottle from The
most populous counties.
devotion will be given by payable April 25 to stockholders
The new officers are: Mr. sad
Pallbearers were Tom BrewAfter squeaking by in the Holland, Wyvan Holland, Frank Miss Dee Pugh, daughter of LL Rev. Jim Baker, Hazel United
er of Paducah, J. C. Brewer,
of record April 1.
Mrs. Maacil Vinson, co-chairColonel and Mrs. Gary Pugh.
House, 43-37, the bill has re- Thwery, Billy Falwell, Re
Methodist Church minister. Re- This is the first
Truman Smith, Hoyt McCallon, portedly run into
cash dividend men; Dr. and Mrs. James Kline,
Seems that she got them at an
trouble in the Enoch, and Carroll Flynn.
freshments will be served.
Brent Manning, and Dr. Jimmy Senate Rules
declared by the nine-year-old co- co-vice-chairmen; Mrs. Russell
auction
Interment
town.
somewhere
in
will
be
in
the
Committee, which
Preceding
the
meeting
the
Robinson Of Camden, Tenn.
must post it for passage. The Green Plains Cemetery with the This particular milk bottlnis executive board will meet at mpany based at Frankfort. Stock Terbium, secretary; and Larry
dividends were paid in 1965 and Suffill, treasurer.
Burial was hi the Murray bill has been on the
older than any we had because
posting arrangements by the Max H.
it"
Cemetery with the arrange- "board" since last Thurday,
the top of it is designed to hold 6:30 p. m.
During the business session,
1967.
but Churchill Funeral Home where
ments by the Blalock-Coleman has been twice
Hugh
Mrs
presided
the cream that rose to the top
over by
Harry Lee Waterfield, presipassed over. It friends may call.
Funeral Home.
Retherforcl, age 67, died Sat- of the bottle. The top flares out
dent, said the board approved Noffsinger, president, the ReIs, however, expected to be votMr. Brewer, age 79, died Sat- ed on this week,
probably Tues- urday at the Beaumont General just enough to hold all the the yard, Lucky the outside dog the cash outlay in view of exce- solutions Committee presented
urday at 7:15 a. in. at the Mur- day or Wednesday.
Hospital, Royal Oak, Mich. He cream. The flared part is about and her boon companion, Ami- llent growth experienced in 1969. a resolution supporting K.E.A.
eay-Calloway County Hotal. Johnson said he will move
was a member of the Church three inches high.
go, made the tour with us. The year's net gain from opera- in their efforts for legislative
to
Be was a member al the Goehen substitute his
Amigo, ready for affection at tion was $383.438, up 17 per action. The resolution, which
bill, SB 235, for of Christ.
The
United Methodist Church. He the companion House
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Wei took this jewel home and the drop of a hat, continually cent. Earned surplus reached passed, was printed earlier in
version,
and his wife, the former Lois KB 403, in order
Rotherford, washed it in warm soapy water lay down in front of us and we $834,870, up 113 per cent. In- The Ledger and Times.
to avoid hav- Gervis Holland
Robinson, had been married for ing to send the Senate bill
At the conclusion of the busto daughter, Faye, and son, Max, and it shone like a real clean kept from stepping in Ms mid- surance in force climbed to
55 years.
all of Detroit, Mich.; two sis- milk bottle.
dle by the hardest.
$284.5 million, up 18 per cent. iness meeting, a most interestthe House for concurrence.
Survivors are his wife; two
While a net gain has been regis- ing program was presented by
He added he thinks the out- ters, Mrs. Zelma Flynn of Burnhostess can help you
daughters, Mrs. Hal (Geneva) look for passage is good,
tered for seven consecutive yea- students in grades one through
but side and Mrs. Aline Canada of With warm breezes blowing, we
over the anxiety of getSmith of Kiriisey and Mrs. Har- the vote will probably
be close. Los Angeles, Calif.; one bro- walked around the yard for the March has arrived You can ex- rs, Waterfield added, cash divi- eight, demonstrating their actiting acquainted in new
vey (Reva) Story of Murray
The Senate Education Com- ther, James Retherford of first time in several weeks Sun- pect most anything this month dends were deferred until it was vities in physical education.
surroundings and make
Route Two; one sister, Mrs. Joe mittee was expected to
program
This
Memphis,
directed
was
day.
The
Hickory
Tenn.;
are
buds
broone
half
weather:wise.
felt
the
company could sustain
jump
you feel at "Home
Fincher of Pryoriburg; two bro- into the the controversy
ther, Nathaniel Silvers; one bro- swelling and the Jonquils are
in the gymnasium by Mrs. Berthem in future years.
fray
Sweet
Home," again.
thers, Clay Brewer of Murray today by reporting
Wilferd,
nice
ther-in-law,
physical
educaready
to
Herman
burst
into
bloom.
Holland
The
of
out an aRoute Two and Carl Brewer of mended bill that would
tion teacher in Univeriity
Forsythia is studded with buds Once again we
She will bring gifts and
change Murray.
enjoyed
serving
-single
of
the
Make'
a
TV
Heidland; four grandchildren, the role of the present council
SchooL
and with warm weather the yel- program Wild
vital information from
Kingdom, this chocolate sauce in a minute with
Billy Smith of Murray Route on Public Higher Education
low blooms will unfold. The time they made a
your neighborhood busitrip to Austra- quick chocolate flavored mix:
days remaining in the session, Buckeye Trees have
Two, Miss‘Betty Smith of Pa- from a coordinating body
small leav- ha to visit the Aborigines who
in a which runs through March 20
ness
and civic,leaders.
teaspoons
of
heaPing
mix
put
3
ducah, Mrs. Don Grubbs of governing one.- It is
es ready to unfold at a moments live there" in a stone
expected
age exis- in a small pitcher or measure cup
Monrovia, Md., and Mrs. Elwood to meet stiff opposition from and as the days tick off, Gov. notice. The Wild Cherry Trees tAnce.
NOW YOU KNOW
Call
Louie B. Nunn's influence over
and stir in gradually enough
Brown, Jr., of Murray; eight state college and
Phase 7113-23711
university activities on the third floor of are bumpy with buds and the
warm water to make sauce by United Prins International
great grandchildren.
White
Maple
is ready to go.
presidents and its outlook ap- the capitol
consistency. Flavor with a drop
building will inThe
gas
plant,
a
hardy
perMarian Perkins adds to these
pears .dim.
crease considerably.
We inspected the Sweet Gum dramas by this great appreciat- or two of almond or mint ennial herb with a strong lemSunday Closing
The Most
The governor has 10 days to tree ang,it
extract.
ony odor, will give off a flash
is all geared up for )on of people, even these ata
The House received the a- sign or veto ,a
Famous Basket
.
2rbill or it be- spring.
of light when a match is held
iginal tribes. Their abilities
In the Worlde
mended Sunday closing law bill comes Law without
his signaFor a nutritive snack,. stuff:nfoar t4e.flOWer-0c4litir on a
Friday. The Senate had passed ture. But duringsurvive. astounded him, and us.
the last -10, As we made the hegira about'
lultrY. hot night.
mlery sticks with ham salad.
it Thursday. Ita outlook, too, days, he needs to taloa
no acseems doubtfuL
tion on a bill, thus killing it by
A substitute bill for Rep. the so-called -pocket veto."
Federal State Market News John Isier's measure to ban sex
The "log jam" at each sesService 3-2270 Kentucky Pur- education in public schools has sion occurs because the legislachase Area Hog Market Report been prepared and bill to pro- ture doesn't really begin crank.
vide state aid to private schools, lag out bills and resolutions
locludes 9 Buying Stations.
unReceipts: Art. 2495; Est. 80 principally parochial ones, are til after the first month beHead, Barrows and Gilts Mad- currently bottled-up in educa- cause of the time it takes the
ly Steady to 25e Lower; Sows, tion committees of both cham- legislation to get through the
bers where they are not expect- committees and
Steady to 601 Higher.
receive the
US 2-3 200-230 lee 927.00-27.50; ed to emerge this session.
necessary floor action prior to
The
Senate
laid
190-240
to
lbs
2-4
rest Fri- voting.
US
$28-5927.00;
US 2-4 240 280 lbs $26.00-26.30; day its version of a "slow time" The rules committees have to
bill
and daylight saving time post the bills for
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $2550-26.00;
passage and
fortes apparently have won many simply die because of
SOWS:
the
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $23.50-24.00; their battle again to keep Ken- time needed on the floor to pass
US 1-3 300-550 lite $22-50-22-50; tucky on "fast" time from April other legislation. In fact, durUS 23 450-650 lbs 921.50-22.50. through October.
ing the 1968 session the wall
There are still 15 legislative clock was stopped in both chambers with about five minutes
remaining until midnight on
the -last day in order to peas
1111.•••••••
IRIAN C.11
as much legislation as possible.
1.010.1 rap
With the "log jam" growing
Immo.
ease Ck
day by day, it'll be a good bet
the old clock stopping game
Keratiscrtu eoucationAs. ret..evIst
will be played again this time.
There are tour. Why?
MONDAY, MARCH 2
Ia• KENTUCKY COLLAGE: HOLLIS
Comfortable seating for four.'Period. A rid* is nothing without
415 SPANISH ORIENTATION—LEVEL
SUMMERS A Kentucky poet reads
quick
the best thing to happen to bumpers
People have different ideas of wnat
Tr ,..3e t a,,e a o.ayb oeen a crowd
Id Pointers and oral drills fur
a work Produced by Kentucky
handling.
teachers ICI
Educational TO•VISKNI IC)
a sports car should be. Incorporating
since bumpers. It's a resilient, rubberEspecally in the back seat of a sports We didn't compromise
44/ MISTEROGER'S NEIGHBORHOOD:
Sall SENATE NEW
handling a
all of those ideas into one car is
like material that looks like painted
1111 FORSYTE SARA: THE SILVER
SEE SESAME STREET •411, Chidren
car 8o the new Firebirds have two
bit We made the Wide-Track wider.
Marione's lobe, suit
SPOON
1:111 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM,
metal. It resists dings, dents and
equivalent to putting an elephant's
bucket type seals in back Plus two
against Fleur falls apart on court,
For Youth All Month, a repeat of
Made fade-resistant front disc brakes chips. And it positively
trunk, a camel's hump and stripes on
but the octory fads to save Fleur
a feortlesson tram the ordinary err
won't rust.
bucket
up
seats
front
stahdard And for improved cornering,
"om deePening depression
Sine!
a giraffe. You end up with a creature
A tough bumper. Covering the
Foir comfortable passengers,
COI KUKLA, FRAN & OLLIE H. THE
6,21 ABRICULTURE IN KENTUCKY:
we installed stabilizer bars up front
ent:re
GENERATION GAP: 011ie and
front
that doesn't do anything well
GREENHOUSE VEGETABLE PRO.
end
of
each
Firebird.
-••
. dual sea'
Beulah turn hippie end soon fond
DUCTION Presented in
And added rear stabilizer bars to
The decisive victory of functionalism
So
four Firebirds.
e tion wroth the 0noversoty coopmathemselves .n the Polser Lest In
And a more comfortable ride.
of KenFormula 400 and Trans Am
tucky College of Agroculture Cothe serws
over
Firebird
faddism.
(1)
An
econom:cal
The rear J.-eats gave us room to raise
CBI 1100K BEAT PHILIP M STERN,
oPersotove Extenwon Service
Engines to match.
Hal Riddle ww appear on_
- Instrument panels, for instance. Easy
sports car
author of -The Oppenheorner Case:
EU WHAT'S NEW
the drr.e tunnel bet.*.een them Which If you read our descriptions of
Security on Trel." about the
14I THE SHOW ABC news corre
Wednesday, March
the tour to read. With easy-to-reach controls.
television
on
Firebird
Esprit
(21
A
luxurious
g ,:es the suspension room to travel
trouble that befell one of Amer.
spondent Marlene Sanders and
Firebirds,
the
engine
lineup makes
We even designed the panels so
Kes 'meat atormc sclentrsts, Is
4, on N.B.0 in "Days of Our
model.
balladeer 0 C Smith are guests
when ynr.J t a bump Wh,ch in the
supreme sense. The basic Firebird
exchanging ideas with teenagers
that any light bulb can be changed
Firebird Formula 400(3 The
Lives" at 1:00 p.m. He will apk:VinclI in
t:On owoth
Firer TO arld Esprit produces a
IC)
has
a
250-cub
ic-inch
six
Esprit—
Dept of Libraroes
in 60 seconds. By you. Without
Ile THE ADVOCATES. Debate. Do.,
Firebird built for drivers
r,ear as She judge.
hoe that many a full size sedan
IRO FRENCH CHEF; SWORDFISH DINneed our landbased mossolest" ICI
a 350-cutpc-inch, regular-gas V-8.
lying on the floor.
Firebird Trans Am (4). Our
NER IN HALF AN HOUR. Baked
111111 NET JOURNAL. THE SPANISH
Hal is the son of F. H. Riddle
wofild tie prud of
Formula
400
has
with herbs and wine and bolted
a
400-cubic-inch
TURMOIL The Spanish CrVil War
But you'll undoubtedly want to
ultimate
of Mayfield. Mr. Riddle was
benonas
rormula 400 and Trans Am don't V-8 And Trans Am features a
and Ns aftermetts—thi Franco
find out for yourself. Please do.
11311 PANNED •26. GINGIVECTOMT—
Four distinctly dif‘erer • Pirebirds
regonse—seen through archtve and
to as soft Enthusiasts
formerly manager of the South400
-cubic-i
AN OBSOLETE PROCEDURE,:
nch
recent I.Irrel
Ram
Air
V-8
At a Pontiac dealer's.
for drivers who agree on of ,f one
1,k1-,
Presented .0 cooperabon volth the
"n•
''"e(' springs and
TUESDAY, MARCH 3
ern Bell Telephone Company
Endure bumpers that absorb bumps. know our "beginning Then you'll
Unoversity of Kentucky Medical
thing A spots car.
4:11 SPANISH ORIENTATION-4.EVEL
of tomorrow"
„
.1
Center and the Schools of 0..t
here and will be remembered
...•••••••
Pontiac's
Endura
material
II: Pointers and oral drills for
is
probably
claim. is more than a boast.
1:5115and Medicone of the Univerteachers (C)
many.
by
of
Loursvoile
sity
4:36 MISTEROGERS NEIG141101114000,
THURSDAY, MARCH 5
Offrcer Clernmons is commos
Hal also received his B. S.
444 JOINT VENTURE: Presented ta
sooned to invite the world to the
cooperation with the Kentucky
degree recently at Fort Lauderwedding of King Friday and Sara
and
'framing
Devekperent
FounSalunlay
dale.
daton (C)
5:411 SESAME STREET •I17: Choldren

PTA Meeting Is
(Cortelausel From Pasts 11
ies and french fried onions Planned On Thursday

Dividend
Is Declared

Officers Elected At
University PTA Meet

HOME
SWEET HOME
AGAIN

ikolliAlinion„

Linda Adams

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Pontiac
anno.tmces
the beginning of
tomorrow.
The all-new Fixehixdsare here.

Hal Riddle Will Appear
ON TV Show

11411 TV SCIENCE CLUIE THE SCIENCE
OF MICROBIOLOGY Molds that
have grown on beans, cheese and
bread are shown Presented on cooperation .0th CH Programs, UK
Cooperat.. Extenvon Set-ace
OM WHAT'S NEW, FOLK SONGS
Tracy Newman songs folk songs
with lessons. desires. and deep
Nemo{ about Me
MI JOINT VENTURE: Presented .0
coOP•fabon oath the Kent.k1
Trsherde end Development Foun
dation IC)
741 MARINA THINGS GROW
HO YOUTH ART MONTH SPECIAL. D.
rector of lexongton's living Arts
Center lames Sedlemen and proi
14011. heed of Ky's Comm:swot" on It., Arts. talk woth BET',
Donna Turner (CI
1:111 CONVERSATION, Mayor L I Toy
wen of Glasgow, the onty Stark
mayor dro Kentucky is guest Produced by Western By Unoversity
1411 NET FESTIVAL •1111, BALLET
GALA
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4
4111 roars NEW
MISTEROGERS NEIGHIORHOOD
SAO SESAME STREET MP: Chdodren
Ili WINDOW TO Tel CLASSROOM:
KENTUCKY IS MY LAND The life
of statesman Henry Clay .s .r1
10CvS Arl thus lesson from the
Kentucky History series Produced
by Kentucky Educational Tele.,
son (C)

4:311 MISTEROGERS IIIEIGNEORMOOD:
SAS SESAME STREET Ale Choldren
HS WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM:
AMERICAN HISTORY The Spanish Arnencen War os the top,c of
thos lesson from the Ilth Grade
Hostory senors
En CALLING ALL CONSUMERS, SUC.
LAUNDERING
y CESSFUL
Pre-Anted on CCOMIatfOn with the
Universoty of Kentucky College of
Agriculture. Cooveratove Extenercsn
Sen.ce
141 WHAT'S NEW: FOLK SONGS:
T41 EFFICIENT REACHES •11. Pre.
welted in cooperation wroth the
Kentucky Trainong and Deveks9
trent Foundation (Cl
IS FOLK GUITAR 132: "EAST VIP
GINA BLUES" N the new song
with • new strum Laws also
reocnes "Barbers Allen
HO WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
1155. ROurXIVII>le V11110.1 of
Capotol Hill events IC)
CM NET PLAYHOUSE: A GENERATION
OF LEAVES, STOPPED RUNNING
of •ni
ser,:fedts revoly,we around

itr,

poser.-

ton. Tonight's story is of two
Young People who set out !together
for a California cominturie
FRIDAY, MARCH II
4.111 EFFICIENT READING All Presented
cooperatoon roe, the
Kentucky Tram.'. and Deveiop
'trent Foundation (CI
411 klISTEROGERS NEIGHBORI1000

Bridge And Luncheon
Planned, Oaks Women
The women of the Oaks Country Club will hold its bridge
session and luncheon on Wednesday, March 4, at the club.
Polly Seale will be hostess
for the bridge session starting
at 9:30 a.m.
Following the luncheon at
noon a general meeting of the
women will be held. Essie
Caldwell is chairman and Helen
Melugin is co-chairman.
Mrs. Caldwell said no reserva
tions are needed for the bridge
and luncheon.

RE-OPENING
—

MARCH 5th, 1970

—

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Serving Those Famous . .

FISH DINNERS
Tuesday-Saturday
Sunday
_

4 p.m. - 9 p.

11:30 a.m. -8:30p.m.
Closed41LO%, McAndaY -

Jerry Lewis Star, Producer, Director
and Willie Davis, better known
as an L.A. Dodger baseball
By ARMY ARCHERD
player.
Central Press Association
About half of the Jinn was
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — The irre- made outdoors, the rest under
pressible Jerry Lewis is crani- the shelter of the Warner sound
um-deep in his newest—and 40th stages where the producer-di—movie, "Which Way to the rector had constructed seta
Front?" And all of L.A. knows ranging from lunch counters to
it. Jerry Lewisland is splattered castle halls and baronial pentall over Southern California houses.
Inevitably, to be sure, Lewis
plus a few choppy Pacific miles
Into the sea. Lewis led his merry sets are also adorned with his
monogrammed)
band to the L.A. Harbor at Wil- (personally
mington. to the Long Beach units of instantaneous videotape playback of the scenes as
Also general handyman
they are filmed. And all the elements are painted red.
On a Lewis set chairs may

Tim. to rsjoice--as the calendar Hewers into Spring.

"THE

By JERKY RUM
Written Mapecially for Central Press and This Newspaper
IF _THIS_ were ancient
to a long, long weekend starting Friday. For you'd undoubtedly
have several days off from work to celebrate Spring, which arrives, Friday, Marclw120, precisely at 7:57 p.m., Eastern Standard
Time.
The new season will arrive, technically speaking, at exactly
the moment the center of the Sun reaches a point directly over
the equator of the Earth. But more figuratively, according to an
old English proverb, Spring is here when you can *et your foot
on a dozen deletes at the same time.
These days the arrival of Spring may herald new clothes anc
work in the back yard. In the
old days, though, the season was mound where they sing. Th0
the signal for a mass celebra- gdts on for 10 days, after whict
a lavish holiday feast is given
tion of truly epic proportions.
- The Greeks had their god Bac- Then the girls throw the gram
thus, who represented Spring and flowers into a river anc
with its flowering of natural weep over the spot just a:
wonders. To honor him each though they had buried somt
year, they held a days-long human friends. The ceremon}
series of wild parties, games seems to have two purposes: tc
honor Spring, and to insure getand drinking contests.
Cakes were placed on his wor- ting a good husband.
• • .
ship altar. Then oxen were* taken to it, and the first one to
THE connection between
eat the cakes was sacrificed to Spring and Marriage isn't as
Insure that enough rain wouid-, -vague- as It may seem...Ms been
come for the crops during the noted that "a woman looks her
Spring season.
best in Springtime." And there's
• • •
the rhyme: "Spring is overrated
ROME-had its springtime bac- only if you're alreaciy mated!"
chanalla which at fleet only Nobody -Seems to know who It
women attended. Later, men was who first-said, "The beet
were allowed to join these fes- thing about Spring is that it
tivities, too. However, these comes when it's most needed."
The American writer-philos-,
parties got wilder every year
until finally the Roman Senate opher, Henry David Thoreau,
stepped in. An official inquiry said that "as every season
resulted in jail sentences, and , seems best to us in its turn, so
even execution, for many of the the coming of Spring is like the
creation of cosmos out of
revelers,
Another strange rite usher- chaos . ."
There's an old Irish saying
hag in Spring is enacted in the
Kanagra district of India. There, that "He who has 'seen three
young girls bring baskets of fine Springs ought not to mind
grass and flowers, pile them up. dying." Spring is just bound to
and form a circle around the be beautiful!

NEW YORK (UPI) — An
asiossaisossloo oe ors sots at Use
Luthern and Anglican churches
in the world today will be
undertaken at theological
conversations between the two
confessions to be held Sept. 7-11
at Oxford, England, according to
the Lutheran World Federation
(LWF).
The Anglican conversations
will be the third such dialogue
engaged in by the LWF. Talks
with Reformed church
representatives have been under
way for several years and
conversations have been started
with the Iran Catholic
Church.

Baptist income
_VALLEY FORGE, Pa.(UPI)
— Income of the basic American
Baptist Convention Budget for
the 12 montnt of 194)9 totatted
$11,876,231, or 89.1 per cent
of the goal.
While this was a decrease of
$226,463 from the income
received for 1968, the lom in
revenue was not as much as had
been expected, according to the
Rev. Ralph R. Rott, executive
director of the Division of World
Mimion Support.
The Balinese fear the sea
encircling their Pacific island,
believing" it is inhabited by
demons.

SENTENCED TO DEATH Monty Powell 'above i. 20. leader
of. the suburban East Chicago Heights Blackstone
Rangers. was sentenced to
death in the electric chair
for the murder of Oscar
Brumfield. 56, a police radio
dispatcher, during a weapons
raid en a suburban police
station March 19, 1969.

PEOPLE
DEAR ABBY: The letter from
UPSTAIRS" who complained about the embarrassing mem*
of lovemaking from the people downstairs struck me as
being pretty ridiculous. Even in the flimsiest of constructed
apartment buildings, I can't Imagine anyone being able to
bear such noises without straining their ears.
It reminded me of a story I heard years ago: A little old
lady called the landlord of her apartment building to come
'•
up to hear her complaint.
"Why, it's positively disgraceful the way that man across
the courtyard parades around in front of his window without
a stitch of clothing on!laahe said.
The landlord looked at her with disbelief and replied,
"You can't possibly see into his window, madame. It's much
too high." "Well, just you climb up here on top of this bureau, and you'll see plenty!" she said.
JOHN IN INKSTER, MICH.
DEAR ABBY: "THE PEOPLE UPSTAIRS" don't know
bow lucky they are. We have neighbors who make noise, too.
But it's far from We lovemaking kind. This couple has a
knock down drag out fight nearly every Saturday night. We
should be so lucky as to have lovers for neighbors.
_.-TRE_PEOPLE NEXT..DOplt
DEAR ABBY: Will you please tell us if the letter signed
"THE PEOPLE UPSTAIRS" came from Berkeley, California! This is VERY important B AND P IN BERKELEY,

_
i
=
Naval Et

handcuffs, taken to jail in
Cleveland as the fifth person indicted by a federal
grand jury in the murder of
UMW leader Joseph A. Yablcnski and his wife and
and daughter in Clarksville,
Pa. Huddleston, 61.'Li Follette, Tenn., is president of a
UMW local. Also indicted are
his daughter, son-in-law, and
two other men.

cluding Patti (Mrs.) Lewis and
the brood of six youthful males
who call him "daddy." There')
also a chair for John L.(Lewis)
Sinclair, Shari and Joe E.
• • •
LIKE all great comics, Jerry
takes hill:melt very seriously anc
like all great comics he is surrounded and supported by
group of loyal workers — some
followers, of course. There is
never any letup in the frenzy
that animates a Lewis operation. When Prince Philip visited
one of his sets here he was duly
Impressed. Jerry repaid the favor by recentlysdirecting a film.
In London. They've yet to recover!
When he completes this film,
Jerry will probably undertake
a new engagement at the Sands
i
me....„hxts_t acirn
.a.c
su
, reu
s at
egas
s..
ei.V
_,c,a0,,83 sec- lenaLas

of wooded paths, Pasadena, films, do a few dozen benefits,
Franklin Canyon and other check on any upcoming grandspots, scenic arid otherwise, children and continue developcoming up.
ment of the Jerry Lewis miniThe film, as you might guess, theater operation—a huge proWarner
for
It's
satire.
war.
is a
ject by itself.
Bros., his first' time in Burbank
It is small wonder Lewis gets
beautiNBC's
at
when
(except
little sleep. During filming it
ful downtown Burbank) in all is not unusual for him to be
those Lewis years. Jerry him- out of bed by 4:30 in the mornself is the star, director, pro- ing so he can be on location by
ducer and general handyman, a (chilly) 6 ayem.
we should add.
One of the stars of "Which
The picture ' is like looking Way to the Front?" claims
through the wrong end of a (partial) responsibility for the
telescope, carrying uz back to Lewis career. He is Jan Murray,
1943 when skirts were long, who has known Jerry since he
prices low and a declared war was a 10-year-old kid—and Jan
in action.
a teenage comic working club
• • •
dates, "casuals" and weekends
LEWIS, playing ,en Army re- In the borscht belt.
jectee, "Brendan Byers II," is
• • •
one of the world's richest mil"I TOOK Jer with me on cne
lionaires, and forms his own
date in the borscht circuit:" said
army of 4-Fs. Cheek by jowl in
before I left, I knew
the equed ars people like come- Jan, "and
Of course Jerdian Jan Murray, John Wood, he was hooked."
showbiz
Steve Franken, Deck Rambo ry can claim sarlier

"

DEAR ABBY: I have a suggestion for THE PEOPLE
UPSTAIRS. Tell them to rent a tape recorder if they don't
own one, and make tape recordings of the "noise" they hear
from the people downstairs. Then invite the people
dcnvnstairs to come upstairs ano uaten to It over a friendly
cocktail.
I premise you, that will be the end of any more such
"noises." And if the people downstairs are good sports,
present them with the tapes, which they can play back in
about 35 years. They can be titled, "When You And I Were
Youno. Maoeie." or, "Those Were The Days" or, "Thanks
MAX IN ALLENTOWN, PA.
For The Memories."

UMW TO PROBE — W. A.
(Tony) Boyle (above), president of the United Mine
Workers, announces in Pittsburgh that the 'UMW will
hold its own investigation
into the slayings of his bitter
union rival, Joseph Yablonski, and Yabionskt's wife and
daughter in their home at
Clarksville, Pa. Five men
have been charged by a federrtal grand jury with conspiracy in the killings.

MUST SELL, 1984 Ford
derbird, 64,000 miler
new battery, $700.00.
438-3331.
•
ane
door hardtop, 390 auto
power steering, power
brakes, air conditioner an
wheels. Phone 753-1547.

BEDford

DEAR ABBY: Thank you for printing, that letter from
THE PEOPLE UPSTAIRS. In the future we shall be more
quiet.
THE COUPLE DOWNSTAIRS: SANTA BARBARA, CAL
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It ell
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 0711 Los Angeles, Cal.
gems. For a personal reply 'scissor stamped, addressed
envelope.

WELL IMPROVED 362
farm, good house and b
blacktop road, tobacco
$225.00 per acre. Owne
names. Coal Mayfield 24

AUTOS FOR SAL

PEAR MR. AND MRS. C. C.: You can bet your sweet
pikakl I will.

NEW

-46 GAUGE double-barrel
Sun, price, $85.00.
tacy Myers, at 782-4882

A.KC REGISTERED Pe
puppies, $60.00. Phone 7
after Sçoo p. m. and on
antdaySunday
•

DEAR ABBY. The word has spread thru this building
that WE are the people who wrote that letter signed "THE
PEOPLE UPSTAIRS" We most certainly are not Will you
please print this to remove the suspicion. Mahalo nui.
MR. AND MRS. C. C., HONOLULU

DEAR CURIOUS: No, neither from
nor OLD BEDford.

YBEAN SEED Let us
our soybean seed for th
top. Murray Warehouain
ration, Old Concord
hone 753-8220.

ONE of the finer things
—Blue Lustre carpet cl
Rent electric
Western Auto, Home of
Wishing Well".

DEAR ABBY: We wouldn't expect you to betray a
confidence, but did that letter from THE PEOPLE
UPSTAIRS come from New Bedford, Massachusetts'
"CURIOUS" IN NEW BEDFORD

You need a friend now.
They're all sofar away.
Call,get tender comfort
cause it been a long hard day.

HT WEEKS old sib
bite Collie puppies
and winning sire,
Locust Grove. Both
registered. Phone 7
753-5084. Mrs. Claude
' 's Chapel Road.

FT of dog pen wire,
, $25.00. 100 ft. of
• , 3 ft. high, $7.50.
poets, painted, $12.50
tiller, $139.95 value
for $100.00. 5 HP
er, like new, $100.00.
pright Wizard deep
years old, $100.00.
fence weed control
, like new, $15.00.
53.5787.

l planning his next film, prei- xi- re
'
ePrawi
44i°n1
of trees and rocks to exploit the two completed
complex
ing"

DEAR ABBY: We found the letter in your column about
the noisy newlyweds whose ill-timed lovemaking kept the
neighbors awake, carefully marked and slipped under our
front door.
We don't know whether someone was attempting to play
a prank on us, or if it was put under the wrong door by
mistake, but it certainly could not have been meant for us. I
am 78 and my wife is 77. We have been married for 58 years,
and it has been so quiet down here for the past 20 years that
Very truly yours,
you could have heard day break.
"THE PEOPLE DOWNSTAIRS" TROY, N. Y.

SILLOUS HUDDLESTON is in

association—his papa was a saloon entertainer and his mama
played piano for a New Jersey
radio station.
And don't forget," reminds
Jerry, "I used to do 10 minutes
whenever I opened up the refrigerator and saw a light go
on!"
At any rate, Lewis is returning the favor to Murray by giving the night club comic his
best screen role to date. But
Jerry's loyalty to friends and
actors and such is clearly evident in his casting, say of Milton Frame, for this actor's 16th
Jerry Lewis film and Kathleen
Freeman for her eighth.
Lewis delved into the past to
bring pal Sidney Miller forward
Hit).
As usual you can expect something new and different, as well
as tried and true from Jerry.
It was a combination of
these "regulars" plus -surprises" that added to the friction between the team of Martin and Lewis. But both have
done all right on their own.

1953 CHEVROLET pick-u
per. Phone 492-8010.

This new plan pays you up to $50.00
per day when any member of your
family is hospitalized... even if your
hospital bill is less!
• Protect the whole family . . . before and after
Medicare!

The Benefit Trust Life Daily Benefit Plan pays you
up to $50.00 per day when any member of the family is hospitalized—for every sickness, accident, or
maternity—to a maximum of 400 days. You collect
from BTL, even if your hospital bill is less than the
daily payment you choose! And if you want, you
can also have coverage for miscellaneous hospital expense up to $975.00, surgical costs up to $900, and
doctor's bills up to $500.00.
This plan is guaranteed renewable for life, regardless of change in your health!
For complete information . . . without cost or obligation . . . get this free folder. Mail the coupon
today!

L.3ENIFIT rr RAJS
1,1 F.', I N'S t3 RA NCE COMPANY
a Mutual Legal Reserve Company known for SO years as
Benefit Associet,on el Railway Employees

BENEFIT TRUST LIFE

Phone 751-411/1
P.O. Box Mt, Murray, Kentucky 42071
McConnell ins. Agersce

Please rush full information on your Daily Benefit plan that
pays cash to me when any member of my family is hospitalized.
I am tinder no obligation. (DHB-266)

1968 RIVIERA GS, full
air
conditionind.
Phone 733-9330.
1986 VOLKSWAGEN,
000 miles. Sharp.
Phone 435-4841.
IN NEED of a second car?
good ,and is good. $150.
tion wagon. Walter Conne
Sycamore Street, 753
p
1969
CHEVROLET
truck, low mileage, like
Phone Bank of Murray,
1893.

1970 CALENDAR Desk
and refills are now
the Ledger & TIMM
FlY Mug.
ONCE A YEAR Speciall
one left In stock, W
Spinet piano. Payments,
per month. Leach's If
T. V., Dixieland Shopping
er, phone 753-7573.
CONVENIENT Food Ma
Chestnut Street sow has
All Jersey Milk.—
BELTONE factory fresh
ins aid beneries for all
hearing aids, Wallis

Dial your lovin' phone calls when long distance rates are low...
tonight and all weekend long.

ashGibson I left
rw v, and Stn.!iff Bill Long
..11), used in the heating of
. I to is witches in Ftvette'me
ti•Mi. m i., Gas mon, 2/4 .1 nil
k
.fooi
Ti; SiTitilTtri- i-11:'. 1-V;

SUSPECTED WITCHES RFATfr.
in gtrin (7i.unt y -pi
mm:
x a mine unpi •-• and , 0. it:
tV11)

ville

REDUCE SAFE and fast
GoBeae tablets end &Yap
ter pills", Rolland Drug.
LOSE WEIGHT safely with
A-Diet, and remove excess
with Flaidea. Oar-- Of
$1.69 at Dale & Stubbl
Drug!? .`

GE SEVEN

THE LEDGER

TIMES - MURR AY J

&
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KENTUCKY

,Sell,7frovie
,
14
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MIT enters clean air race

Tech II doesn't pollute

MOW na

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

LOOT & POUND

1.TRLITZER ORGAN, model NEED A JOB?
Company has LOS1': Drifted from Snipe
0 and Lelaie tone cabinet, two openings.
Part time, $50.00 Creek, a redwood boat dock
1146. Like new condition. per week and
up, full time, Has two styratoam muskrat
Padin12 for selling, have put
$100,000 and up. For
proof blocks under R. Reward
4600 model Wurlieter. write Linda Emerson, interview $25.00.
Call Isabelle or Floyd
702 Meaone 753-2700.
March-M-C dowlane, Murray, Ky.
M-2-C Griffin collect at Mayfield, Ky ,
247-4538.
' x 36' RICHARDSON mobile LOCAL
FIRM needs Person with
, fully carpeted, furnish- accounting
LOST: Light blue wool blouse,
experience,
Phone 753-8835.
114C ably able to do general Preferledger between Woods Hall and ColREGISTERED Dachshund wort. Write Box 32-P, Murray, lege Cleaners. If found phone
M-2-C
uPPies, $35.00. Phone Benton, Ky., giving marital status, full 762-4158.
-MEL
M-3-C education with employment
Ma&C
WANTED TO BUY
969 ALPINE camping trailer. background.
ke new, sleeps six. Will IlWANT TO BUY complete fishPhone 753-4129. 11411
MAINTENANCE AND
ing rig. Aluminum boat, trailer and motor. Call 7534030,
SET UP MAN
GHT WEEKS old sable and
after 5:00 p. m.
TOPIC
hitt Co/lie puppies from aImmediate opening for a
ard winning sire, Prince Joy
WANTED:
standing
timber
and
maintenance and/or set up
Locust Grove. Both parents
logs. Contact Ira Scates, Murray
man.
registered. Phone 753-3060
Sawmill and Lumber Co. Phone
Background in plant main753-5064. Mrs. Claude Miller,
753-4147.
March-20-C
tenance work or equivalent
'5 Chapel Road. II-3-C
required.
°
CARD OF THANKS
RUM SET, used, good condiInterested applicants
I would like to express my
. Phone 753-7530 after 3:00
please apply at personnel
appreciation to my friends and
m.
M-6-C
neighbors for all the flowers,
officer where applications
cards and food during the sickwill be accepted.
PT of dog pen wire, 4 ft.
, $25.00. 100 ft. of lawn CADIZ SPRING PRODUCTS ness and death of my wife,
Ethel Vinson. A special thanks
, 3 ft. high, $7.50. 25 sawDIVISION
to Rev. Coy Garrett and Dr.
posts, painted, $12.50. RotHoover Ball & Bearing Cs.
H. C. Chiles for their comforttiller, $139.95 value, like
ings words My thanks to the
for $100.00. 5 HP riding
Cadiz, Kentucky
Blalock Colentan Funeral Home
ower, like new, $100.00. 21 ft.
An Equal Oppetienity
staff.
pright Wizard deep freele.-,E-Infair99Fr--,
Des Nrulsan
•years old, $100.00. Elec=1
1TP
fence weed control chars, like new, $15.00. Phone
FOR RENT
53-5787.
NOMONWeleetifieleletilif
M-2-C
TWO-BEDROOM duplex ape&
for sale or -rent, 10' x meats, central heat and ale
Furnished, air-conditioned, built-in range, ceramic We betk,
ted, electric baseboard carpet throughout Call at see
t. Reasonable. Phone 753- Gene Steely, Soutisside Mop5.
M4-C ping Center, Murray, Kentocke
753-7800.
TI/C
YBEAN SEED. Let us book
SAIGON (UPI)- The
our soybean seed for the new BUILDING for body or clean
U.S. Command reports
rep. Murray Warehousing Cor- up shop. Electric doors, air
83 GIs killed in action
ration, Old Concord Road. compressor, hoist, natural gas
last w e e k, and 657
Phone 753-82211
heat, excellent lighting, good
wounded.
H-11-3-C location. Phone 753-3018.
This was the 13th consecutive week the death
16 GAUGE double-barrel shottoll has been below 100.
gun, price, $65.00. Contact THREE APARTMENTS, close to
The 83 killed, were the
Stacy Myers, at 762-4682 or 762- college, 1602 Dodson Avenue.
fewest- slain in three
M-2-C
E848.
M-3-C Phone 753-6564.
weeks.
As of Feb. 21, the U.S.
Ai WELL IMPROVED 362 Acre THREE-ROOM furnished aparthad lost 666 men this
, farm, good house and barns on ment, $00.00 per month plus
year, compared with
blacktop road, tobacco base, utilities. Phone Jack Ward 7531380 slain in the same
14-2-C
$225.00 per acre. Owner will 9135 or 753-4478.
period last year.
finance. Gail Mayfield 247-7913. TioaMIWA0014 hipumned *aut.
One pi the reasons for
31-3-C ment with private bath. (Low
the drop has been the Increasing
rent).
Phone
combat involve753-5921.
M-2-P
ONE of the finer things of life
ment of the South Viet-Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. FURNISHED apartment,
prinamese army, which lost
Rent electric shampooer $1. vate entrance, bath, and drive361 men killed 1123
Western Auto, Hoene of "The way. Phone 753-6044.
wounded last week.
11-2-C
Wishing Well".
M4C
Communist losses
were put at 2469 dead,
AKC REGISTERED Pekingese
Business Opportunity
highest of the year.
puppies, $60.00. Phone 7534418
The U.S. death toll for
after .00 p. m. and on Saturthe war, compiled since
day an51 Sunday anytime.
Jan. 1, 1961; now stands
Man or Woman
M-7-C
at 40,645', .with 267,831
Reliable person from Usk area to
wounded and 1364 listed
aer•Ice and collect tram aotornatk
dispensers No experience needed
as captured or missing in
We estabnals eccounte for you..
AUTOS FOR SALE
Car, reference. aod SKS to $1,7113
action.
owe cannel neceesar y. 4 to U
hour, weekly wets excellent encenttly
MUST SELL, 1964 Ford Thuntnewase Pall Ume wore. Per local
Interview. write. Include telepbone
derbird, 64,000 miles, new tires,
number to
new battery, $700.00. Phone
Knows the ropes
NAGLE INDUSTRIES, INC 4775
436-5331.
113C
Excelsior and. at. LOula Part,
WATERBURY, Conn. (UPI)
lennesola 55416.
- Malcolm- Baldrige is a man
m-3-c
1967 FORD Fairlane XL, two.
who runs a multi-million-dollar
door hardtop, 390 automatic,
manufacturing corporation with
power steering, power disc
one hand and ropes steers with
brakes, air conditioner and mag
SERVICES OFFERED
the other.
wheels. Phone 753-1547. M4P
The 47-year-old chief
1953 CHEVROLET pick-up with SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. If executive officer of Scovill
you are experiencing &Modcamper. Phone 492-116110. 14-2-P
ties with your septic tank cell Manufacturing Co., is apart-time
1968 RIVIERA GS, full power, today, your problems may be professional rodeo cowboy who
air
conditioning,
$2550.00 solved by simply pumping out is- ranked fifth nationally as a
Phone 753-9330.
111-3-C your tank. Call Steely & By- tern steer roper. Recently the
nm, Southside Shopping Cent. Connecticut executive and his
1966 VOLKSWAGEN, red, 31,- er, Murray, Kentucky, 753-7850 partner, Jack Roddy, last year's
000 miles. Sharp. Local car.
TVC bulldogging champion, placed
Phone 435-4841.
M4P
third at the National Western
IN NEED of a second car? Runs SAWS FILED, electric heaters Rodeo in Denver.
good And is good. $150.00 sta- and all small appliances repairtion wagon. Walter Conner, 805 ed. 512 R So. 12th St., 75360157.
Sycamore Street, 753-4539.
March-27-C

I

ncanny
TOKYO (UPI) - Only 17 per
cent of an estimated 25,590,000
homes and apartments in Japan
had flush • toilets in 1968,
according to a government
survey released recently.

ACROSS

GI Death
Toll Halved

2

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

ET

E

6

ii

POT'i

AS

'T

electrical engineering student, and William W. Carson, 22, of Wauwatosa, Win,
a mechanical engineering graduate student.
"In city-type driving It would allow
essentially no kind of polkitioe," Saar
said. "On cross-country trips, using the
auxiliary engine, pollution would he
greatly reduced."
The race between MIT and CalTech
grew out of a transcontinental competition between the schools in the summer
of 1968 in which two fully electric cars
were raced against the clock to each
other's campus.
•
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LOSE
SINCE
A USE
TEPPER
P E R Tig.6 AIE i. LIA
.
P R1E-5
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2
29-Garaen tool
30-Mournful
32-Go before
33-Intetlece
36-Pronoun
37-Negation
38-Showy flowers
40-Choy finely
41-Indelintte article
6

3

43-Preposition
44 Wolfhound
45-Great lake
46-A month (abbr.)
47 Animal's foot
48 Girl's name
49-Free of
50-Collection of
facts

7

10 11

13

12

14

6

15

17

Fe:
19

18

38

21
27

4."29

Si

3

-

34
37

35

40

39
42 4
47

41

41
44

49

46

45
51

3

52

CAR --Here, in cents, is what it costs per mile to drive a car in
various cities of the nation. Boston runs highest at 20.92 cents, Portland is lowest at 15.98
4.i.nts. This is based, says the Automobile Legal Association, on identical medium-size fourdoor sedans . bought in each city and driven 10,000 miles a year.'Boston drivers pay 40 per
tent, higher insurance rates than the next costliest insurance city, New York.

WHAT IT COSTS TO DRIVE A

7

.55

1-Seaweed
substance

Feature Syndicate, no.

Distr. by

2

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®
PEANUTS

,iTHE WORLD IS
t IN TERRIBLE
SHAPE!

iwr ADMINISTRATION

ANC :)0 YOU KNOW WHY IT'S ALL TNE FAULT OF
TNE READ BEAGLE!

HATES CRITICISM!

at

- it

by Ernie Bushrniller

Nancy

1

NOTICE

The African black eagle is
among the largest of all eagles,
with a seven-foot wing span.
1
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2- Dolphinlike
cetacean
3-Pondering
4-Invigorates
trnlInal
5,Ventilate
&Doctrines
7-Trials
8-Establishes by
decree
9-Owing
10 Hostelry
11 Openwork
fabric
1 7.PreposrtOfl
19 Note of scale
22 Succor
24-A cOntinent
(abbr.)
25-Journey
26-Bacteriologist's
wire
27.50 per cent
28 Century plant

DOWN

t,

WILL KEEP babies or small
1069
CHEVROLET
pick-up children in my home by the day
truck, low mileage, like new. or week. Call 753-3609. 144-C
Phone Bank of Murray, 753and
dependable
1893.
1114C CAREFUL
child care service. Infanta thro1965 VOLKSWAGEN, $62500. ugh ages five. Mrs. Beriene Low
Phone 7534440..
M-7-C ery, phone 753-2820.
114C

Table tennis is believed to be
the leading sport in Communist
China.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1 -Goel
4-Agreement
_ItAlorse_god
12-African
antelope
13-Ireland
14-Old German
alphabetic
character
15-Three-toed
sloths
16-Chief
executive
18-Forays
20-Sicilian
volcano
21 Negative
22-Paid notices
23-Preposition
27-Ugly. old
woman
29-Pronoun
30-Trap
31-144n's
nickname
32.Seed
container-•
33-Existed "
34-Part of
"to be"
35-River in
France
37-Accomplished
38-Imitate
39-festiyal
40 Encountered
4.1.Con+unction
424.1-wit44-Poker stakes
47-Lasting for
years
51-Before
52.Enthusiastic
53-Scene of first
miracle
54-Tear
55-Walk in
niter
56-Verve
57.Place

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. (UP!):'"Tech II"
has arrived, ready to show what it can
do in the great clean air Fhr race.
The experimental electric car was unveiled by students at Massachusetts Inititute of Technology (MIT) who will use
it in the race that begins Aug. 24 against
California Technical Institute.
Gov. Francis W. Sargent was present
for the unveiling and after a drive
around the indoor track at Rockwell
Cage, commented, "This is the type of
car that can go a long way in solving ow
pollution problems."
The vehicle was built by David A.
Saar, 21, of White Plains, N. Y., an

,
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HELLO, I'M A
SALESMAN
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Abbie'N Slats
11-,E GREAT HOLLyM900
DIRECTOR,C.8.SEABEE,
DIRECTING I1I5 5TAR, ROCK
HDTIPAN, WHILE CHARLIE
zases
Atroa.t)
PROVIDE 84CKGROUNDS.

by R. Van Buren
THIS SCENE, YOU RE
ATTACKED BY A BUNCH
OF HOODS, ROCK. YOU
ESTROY THEM WITH
....
GOOD OLD-FASHIONED
VIOLENCE.'

YOU'VE INSTRUCTED

MAKE A F/57, ROCK-I'M TRYING YGO AHEAD.
NOT WITH THE OPEN
AS HARD
MR. HUTZPAI-4 ,
THEM THAT
NANO.i.NOU'RE SUPPOSED
AS I CAN-- BELT ME ONE.'
I BRUISE
TO BE A ;GRO4N,-'MAWS frON657
!
EASILY.CB ?
MAN, NOT A..

(f

-

WILL DO SEWING in my home.
Call 7534742.
144-P

1970 CALENDAR Desk Mends
and refills are now available at
the Ledger & Times OfBee SupTiNC
p/y eters.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALM

ONCE A YEAR Special! Only
one left in stock, Wttrlitzer
Spinet piano. Payments, $22.40
per month. Leach's Music &
I'. V., Dixieland Shopping Cent114-C
er, phone 753-7575.

YOUR-BEDROOM green stained
Atrium house. Central heat and
air, carpeted, family room, two
baths, double garage, fireplace
large court yard, city school
district. Phone 753-7908. I7C

CONVENIENT Food Mart, 806 FOUR-BEDROOM home, living
Chestnut Street now has Ryans room, dining room, carpeted,
All Jersey Milk.Ite-C family room, fireplace and full
BE:LTONE tectiry fresh hear. basement on Y, acre city lot,
230,009.00. Phone 753-6073.
tog aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drop.
11-11C A LAKE_ VIEW lot at Pine
Bluff Shores. Phone 753-466,1.
REDUCE
and teat with
M-3-C
GoBese tablets and 1-yap "we
ter pills', Rolland Drug. 11-1170 BY OWNER. brick house in HaLOSE WEIGHT safely with Det zel, extra large corner lot, air.
A-Diet, and remove excess fluid conditioned, electric heat and
Carnet- _call
Airlisno;4 -At
with Fluidise- On17-98e
or O'er
m. call
$129 at Dale & Stubblefield
49-24264k

14-3-e

sArt
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Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
-HE WAS THE

AVE I EVER
ADDICT AT 12 Eight -days
after his last heroin shot,
Ralphie
Jesus. 12. tells a
logila five coriunit‘„tee in New Yoi k about his
expel ii 0, es in
drags
:in,' his it iniina I .it - tivit Ii' ti
tuti intim a
- NithtiiINt.iiiglit nit..
Ii ti ittl
hilt I 01.1111 V.:tat
to -by 1.-It out
hi-ti I s..m
I ti.11-1-, i-., it11;.,I t,itt..,1
IS •111.11111g fit, ,t rid t leaning
thcn
lit

,
rvrrtnirilt
%-

HEARD OF
SKEETS
CHARLESTON?

GUTUT!!
WOR11.41PPILD
TAT MAW,'

T1-A
DON'T
MAKE
'EM
LIKE

HIM
AKIV
MORE.

elAr-

THEY
DON'TA

MAFIA.
HE'S 2

RICH
OH,NO SUN!!
AND
HE'S PORE
RETIRED, AN'NEEDS
WORK-

STILL

SUPPOSE?

AROOK1134!!

50,WILL
YO'PUT
M

TMAT OLD SUM?
ARE YOU
PUTTING ME

Ow?VON?
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We feature the
top 100 sellers!
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During the absence of I
a man was giving a pok
for his buddies Bottle
and cigarette and cigi
were scattered around
fusion, but at the heigh
revelry the host was
the door and he came b
a telegram id his hanl.
"Boys," he exclaimed
.3tern3tittni "It's from i
She'll. home Ins
What'll we do?"
There was a moment
red silence,, then oi
jumped up from the
"I've got IV be ex
"Let's burn the house
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Velteen
Po Charm
Po Misty
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A stamp has been issu
memorating 100 years
fusaional baseball.
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Washes away -only thee
gray without changing
your natural heir color!
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52.00 VALUE
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A Scripps-Howard story
by Don Kirkman repo
Medicare is going broke
end of 1972. All we cal
this startling news, is w
Is new.
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We were never any grea
with mathematics, but
been obvious since th
started thet it would be
controllable Frankenetei
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HOLDS FIRM,
YET LEAVES HAIR
HAIRSTYLING SPRAY
SOFT AND
NATURAL
13 oz. - 99* VALUE
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ed MediciTh"rerea
libirne
was not studied before •
ed in with this thing.
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The present tax base i
and the administration
this raised to 09,000, t
the rate keeps going ill
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SAPide
PRICE

SOFTIQUE
3 oz. - BATH OIL
$1.15 Value
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$1.28
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Under present schedull
government will take ,
billion in the next twei
years. They figure the
Medicare in the same
will hit $479 billion.

$

Medicare Ann SS alread
five percent of a persc
ary and we can easily
go to 10 per cent On
this the employer musl
his employees sociaW
payments. In other woi
per cent of a weekly pay
to be handed over to t
eminent and the emplo,
nothing in return. Sinai
cr that small businessi
such a difficult time
funds for expansion, ne•
ment, etc.
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INSTANT HAIRSETTER
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LIMED MAKEUP MIRRORS
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SENIOR CITIZENS

If you are over 60 years of age, ask about our Senior
Citizens Prescription Plan for Extra Discounts on
our everyday low, lpw prescription prices.
Let Us Fill Your Medicare Prescription
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Death Claims
Of Mrs. Shepp

-

VALUES TO $3.91
YOUR CHOICE
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WASTE BASKET BONANZA

LARGE 3 OZ. SIZE - $1.09 VALUE

A person could almost
ter over this confiscatior
*ally when profits are
cult to come by.
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SANde

WITH FREE
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INSIDE FROST
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Box of 12's - Set Value
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PRELL
Concentrate
Shampoo

4,12 Oz. Liquid - 7 Oz. Spray
- We VALUE -
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KOTEX SANITARY NAPKINS
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_
Po Regular
fro Super
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$2.29 VALUE
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Out In the backyard Su
ternoon, a big Yellow
Flicker and a Red
Woodpecker rooting at
the grass aide by id&

61c
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Overheard: "I should gi
doctor today, but I hav
to the beauty parlor".
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Hair Color Lotion
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A small girl with a la
which reminds us otx
that this is March.
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SHEER SEAMLESS

Loving Care®
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RIGHT HARD
DEODORANT

Find the unusual
and beautiful in
this complete
Dept. of brass,
wood,'Wass
and copper.
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$1.9 Value

Tour the World
of Fine Gifts

by Mail
Buy 4 Tubes, extra large, at 49* each
. . . 4x49*= '1.96
• 12.00 Refund from Crest
'"
'683° ValUe eachiP6e - YOU Make .041
Limn: ONE REFUND PER FAMILY

'united Press In
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NON-CONSTIPATING

SAY-RITE'S
GIFT DEPT.

Free Crest

•

111•1 r

MYLANTA ANTACID

SII

REGULAR & MINT

The largest Book
Department in
Western Ky.

29e Value
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INTWO FLAVORS

SAY-R1TE'S
BOOK DEPT.

Bowl Deodorant
2

Crest

NOW
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Candy Bars - Chewing Gum Life Savers
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4-oz. cake

The Prima
Source of N,
In Murray
Calloway Co
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'6.68
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TOTAL DISCOUNT PRICES THROUGHOUT OUR STORE

Prepared Infant Formula
24 Cans
per case
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Bel-Air Shopping Center

ANTACID
S1.59 VALUE
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PH. 753-8304

MAALOX SUSPENSION'
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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9-9 Week Days
1-6 Sunday
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THE VERY FINEST PRESCRIPTION DRUGS AT THE
LOWEST PRICES POSSIBLE!!
Service! Products! Value!
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Have You Taken Advantage
of Say-Rite's Low Prescription Prices? Save Now!!

PLUS.

1 FREE PAIR OF
NYLONS wheg
'you have your
first prescription
filled at Say-Rite!
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ONE PAIR NYLONS
With Your First Prescription
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bins. Edgar („Hautie)
pard of Hardin Route 01
ed away Monday at 6:3
at the Bentoa Municip
pita'.
The deceased was a z
of the Union Ridge
Church where funeral
will be held Wednesday
p. in. with Rev. Heywai
arts officiating.
Burial will be in the :
Memorial Gardens with
rangementi by the Oolli
nexal Home of Benton
friends may call.

Survivors are her hi
Edgar Sheppard of Hardir
One; four was, Glenn
pard of Murray Route
Harold Sheppard of Ro4
Hayes Sheppard of
Rotate One, and Jerry St
of Dexter; a sister, Mrs.
Farley of Benton; han
Mrs. Nettie Nimmo of. 1
four brothers, Harrisor
Headley Collins, both of
in Route One, and Marli
Horace Collins, both of
on Route five;- seven
children.

